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View up Congress from below Barton Springs Road, ca. 1928
AHC from Dwayne Jones, Roadside Architecture in Austin, 1995

INTRODUCTION
The history of South Congress Avenue follows the history of Austin – but at a slightly slower pace.
The land south of the capital city lay relatively undeveloped during Austin's formative years but in 1852,
James Gibson Swisher donated a generous 120' right-of-way for a road through his farm. Laid out on axis
with Austin's main street, Congress Avenue, the road south of the Colorado River was both the postal
route to Austin and the main highway to San Antonio. Growth along South Congress Avenue progressed
slowly during the 19th century; it was not until the completion of the concrete bridge in 1910 that South
Austin had reliable transportation over the river. Development in South Austin increased substantially
with the advent of the automobile in the 1910s and 1920s and, because South Congress was a major
highway into the capital city, automobile-oriented businesses such as tourist courts, restaurants and
service stations began to line the street. Throughout the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s, South Congress was
crowded with such businesses. When Interstate Highway 35 was created to the east of South Congress
Avenue in the 1940s, however, tourist-related business was slowly siphoned to the new Interstate. By the
1960s, many of the older highway oriented businesses on South Congress had closed but as rents declined
in the 1970s, artists and small retailers began to move into the buildings. Today, the avenue has a variety
of businesses and civic uses that reference many of its roles over the last 125 years. Its width and
dramatic view of the Capitol provide both the space and spirit to support a wide range of activities, and its
history supplies a rich context in which to plan for the future.

EARLY EXPLORATION AND SETTLEMENT
The history of South Congress begins with the Native Americans who first arrived in this region
about 20,000 years ago. Archeological investigations along the Colorado River and at Barton Creek have
established that hunter and gatherer Indians of the archaic period (c. 20,000 B. C.) were the first
inhabitants of the area. They were drawn to the reliable riverside springs for fresh water, which also
attracted ample game for food and clothing. Tonkawa and Lipan Apaches roamed throughout the area by
the fourteenth century but by the eighteenth century when the Spanish began pushing into Central Texas it
was the Comanches who dominated the Edwards Plateau region.
The first Europeans to arrive in Central Texas were the Spanish who traveled through the region on
their way to East Texas to establish missions. A granite marker on South Congress Avenue near St.
Edwards University commemorates the Espinosa-Olivares-Aguirre Expedition, which may have passed
near Barton Springs, as follows:
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A good will trip made in 1709, when Spain was uneasy about her 190-yearold claim to Texas, (she had closed East Texas missions, then had learned of a
French trading visit to Texas, 1707). Captain Pedro de Aguirre and 14 soldiers
escorted from a mission on the Rio Grande Father Isidro de Espinosa and Father
Antonio de San Beneventura Olivares. The Tejas were not in this vicinity as
expected. Capt. Aguirre had no order to cross the Colorado River, so the Padres
sent the East Texas Indians an invitation to visit them on the Rio Grande, and
turned back here.
The granite marker and plaque was placed by the Daughters of the American Revolution just south of
the entrance of St. Edwards University in 1966. However, the exact route taken by Espinosa and Olivares
is unknown. In fact, the main route of the Spanish Camino Real, or Royal Highway, through Central
Texas did not pass through present Austin; it extended north from San Antonio but veered to the east near
present San Marcos and then roughly followed present Highway 21 toward Bastrop and the missions in
East Texas. Thus, the Camino Real bypassed the Austin area and although side trips may have been made
to the Barton Springs vicinity, no evidence has been found to confirm their presence. With adequate water
supplied by the Colorado River, the Spanish did not need to blaze a road into the hills (Story 2003).

FROM LITTLE COLONY TO TEXAS CAPITAL

Austin’s Little Colony
Stephen F. Austin, Map of Texas …, (1830)

Central Texas Indians of the eighteenth and
nineteenth century were nomadic.
Although
Kiowas occasionally extended their range from
Kansas and Oklahoma as far as Central Texas,
Tonkawas and Comanches were the principal
tribes in the region by the time the Spanish began
their exploratory expeditions in the early
eighteenth century. Tonkawas and Comanches
both raided Spanish colonies in the vicinity of
present San Marcos in the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries and continued to harass
settlers when Anglos began to make inroads into
present Travis County in the 1820s and the 1830s.
When Stephen F. Austin established his third and
smallest colony – known as his "Little Colony" –
east of the Colorado River and north of the Camino
Real in 1827, these tribes still inhabited the area
and made periodic raids on isolated settlements.

Comanches dominated the entire Edwards Plateau region when the first Anglo settlers moved into
what is now Austin and South Austin. Tonkawa numbers were greatly reduced through disease,
Comanche raids, and loss of hunting grounds by the time the city of Austin was platted in 1839. There
are numerous historic references to the Tonkawas camping in bedraggled groups along the Colorado
River and on what is now Republic Square, within the city boundaries. Since they, too, were subject to
Comanche raids they sought occasional protection in the Anglo settlement.
Early Anglo settlers in the Austin area included Josiah and Mathias Wilbarger, Jacob Harrell, Rueben
Hornsby, John Webber and William Barton. These men and their families began moving into what is
now east and southeast Travis County by the 1820s. Sometime during the 1830s, Barton, reportedly
finding Webberville too crowded, trekked up a trail on the north bank of the Colorado. Just beyond Shoal
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Creek, he forded the river to the spring creek that became known as Barton Springs, on the south side of
the Colorado. Barton established the first "ferry" across the Colorado by leaving a canoe on the north
bank of the river, west of the entrance to Shoal Creek. Travelers could reach his spring - and the future
location of his mill - by making use of the canoe. A few other settlers followed Barton's lead and by
1833, Austin's colony unofficially extended across the Colorado to what is now South Austin (Burr).
At the same time, a small settlement began to take shape on the north bank of the river. Jacob
Harrell, one of the earliest settlers in southeastern Travis County, moved to a site near Shoal Creek by
1836. In the winter of 1837-1838, four families, including Harrell's, constituted the village of Waterloo
on the north bank of the Colorado. It was Harrell who accompanied Republic of Texas President
Mirabeau Lamar on a buffalo hunt along Waller Creek that winter. Lamar was enchanted with the site.
He reportedly stood at the top of the hill where the capitol now stands, surveyed the landscape spread out
before him and announced, "This should be the seat of the future empire" (Terrell 1910: 117, in Jones et.
al. 1999: 59). Supported by the legislature, Lamar proclaimed Waterloo the capital of the Republic of
Texas.

Congress Avenue Lithograph 1840
Texas Collection, Barker Texas History Center

The name Waterloo was short-lived,
however. The following year, Lamar directed
Edwin Waller to survey and layout the streets,
lots and blocks of the new capital to be renamed
for Stephen F. Austin. Waller laid out a grid-like
town site with the Colorado River as its southern
boundary. One of the noteworthy features of
Waller's Townsite plan was the broad central
avenue which led from the river, dividing the
town into eastern and western halves and
terminating at the capitol square. The street’s
breadth and unobstructed length created a grand
visual promenade for visitors to the capital city.

ANTEBELLUM ERA
Austin's city limits did not extend south of the river however, and, while the early history of the north
bank was marked by wild land speculation and political wrangling, the area south of the river took a
different, slower path. Accessed only by Barton's canoe, greater effort, and often a fee, were required to
visit the south bank. Travis County recognized that independent ferries provided the only means to cross
the Colorado River and set rates for ferry operators in 1853. Even then, transportation across the river
was reliable only during periods of low to medium rainfall. Two of the earliest ferries across the Colorado
in the Austin vicinity were those of John J. Grumbles and Samuel Stone. Stone operated a ferry at the
mouth of Waller Creek, at the eastern edges of the city, as early as 1846. In 1852, Grumbles set up a
regular ferry at Shoal Creek, at the western edge of the city where William Barton had kept his canoe.
Grumbles had come to Texas in 1837 and in 1845 moved to Barton Springs where he bought William
Barton's home and mill. James Gibson Swisher set up a third ferry in 1852 and it became the most
prominent of the three due to its location at the foot of Congress Avenue, Austin's busiest street.
Swisher had immigrated to Texas from Tennessee in 1833 and lived in several other Texas counties
before arriving in Austin. In 1846, he, his wife Elizabeth Boyd and their four children and their families
moved to a farm on a high bluff directly south of the city, across the river from Austin. Swisher must
have foreseen the commercial possibilities in having a major road cross his land enroute to the city's main
business district. He granted the county right-of-way to build a road to San Antonio through his farm and
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in 1852 the Travis County commissioners court appointed him overseer of that section. Texas law
established that counties were responsible for the development and maintenance of roads which were
required to be cleared to a 40-foot width (Highway Development: A Concrete History of Twentieth
Century Texas, 1984). The county commissioners appointed overseers, who were often landowners on
the route under construction, to supervise workers who were usually slaves, servants, tenants and other
local laborers.

Colorado River Crossings 1904: Compiled by William von Rosenberg, Jr.
MapFiles, Austin History Center

On the south side of the river, the road rose from the bank and extended southward in a direct line
away from Congress Avenue. It was alternately known as the San Antonio Road and the Post Road for its
role as a postal route between Austin and San Antonio. Leaving Austin, the road traversed Swisher's farm
and made a sharp turn to the east at the crest of a hill; one fork headed east to Moore's Crossing in
Southeast Travis County, while the other, the Post Road, continued on to St. Elmo and points further
south.
In 1852, the same year Swisher was appointed to oversee construction of the road, he established a
ferry where the new road met the Colorado River. Travelers to Austin debarked right onto Congress
Avenue, the city's main street, where Swisher operated a tavern and hotel. Thus, he took full advantage
of his road and ferry service. Swisher died on November 14, 1862, but his wife Elizabeth owned and
operated the ferry until her death in 1875. Her granddaughter recalled in 1932:
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There was a great deal of travel on the San Antonio Road, and the ferry made
quite a lot of money. I remember the coins poured into a tin box, which she
pushed under her bed, and there it stayed without any further thought from her
(Swisher Memoirs, 1932).
The establishment of Swisher's ferry and the Post Road in the early 1850s encouraged modest
settlement in South Austin, particularly along the road. One of the most noteworthy new arrivals was the
School for the Deaf. In 1856, a few years after the ferry and road were completed, Governor Elisha M.
Pease appointed a board of five trustees to find an appropriate site for a state school for the deaf. The
trustees chose a 57-acre parcel about half a mile south of the Colorado River on the Post Road (South
Congress Avenue). At the same time, land for the state Insane Asylum was purchased on Guadalupe
Street, about a mile north of the Colorado River.
Both institutions were in semi-rural locations on the far fringes of the city. Selection of the rural sites
was in keeping with the prevailing philosophy of the period which espoused the virtues of fresh air and
country living for inmates and wards of the state – anyone requiring institutionalization. Poor farms,
orphanages, state schools and other state or county-run institutions of the period typically operated farms
where the inmates or students worked to supply their own food and pay their way. By locating near a
town or city, any excess produce, eggs, meat, milk and other dairy products could be sold to further
subsidize the institution. In hard times, the farms proved invaluable. During the Civil War, for instance,
the School for the Deaf had no money for salaries and both teachers and students supported themselves by
farming and making woolen clothing from their own sheep (Smyrl, The Handbook of Texas Online).
Apparently, the School for the Deaf was at
least partially developed before its purchase as it
used the "existing buildings" when it opened with
three students in 1857. In 1858, the Texas
legislature appropriated $5,000 to purchase the
property and make improvements including the
construction of two new buildings for classrooms
Deaf And Dumb Institute
and living quarters. During the first 13 years of
Augustus Koch, Bird’s Eye View of Austin …, (1873)
operation, 60 students attended the school
(Smyrl, The Handbook of Texas Online). Doubtless, the school attracted attention and visitors to South
Austin but the area was only sparsely settled with scattered farmsteads until well after the Civil War.

THE CIVIL WAR
On the eve of the Civil War in 1861, the road remained a largely undeveloped dirt highway through
the rural countryside south of Austin. Traffic to and from San Antonio continued to flow along the road
but there were few reasons to stop in South Austin other than to water the horses or stretch one's legs.
With the outbreak of the Civil War, however, the road assumed strategic significance as the lifeline to the
Texas capital.
Major General John Bankhead Magruder, one of the Confederacy's best strategists, feared a Union
invasion into the Texas interior. His first goal was to fortify the coastlands and he successfully drove the
Union Navy out of Galveston, forcing them to attack 300 miles south at Matamoros. Having secured the
coast, Magruder set out to build forts at Gonzales, San Antonio and Austin, all major south-central cities.
In December 1863 he wrote:
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Having good reasons to apprehend that Calvary raids will be attempted in the
direction of San Antonio, and that a direct attempt will be made in force upon Austin, I
have ordered both of these places to be strongly fortified, the first by Captain Schliecher
the second by Major Kellersberg, and am now sending about 500 negroes to San Antonio
and about 1000 to Austin for that purpose (Magruder 1863).

Location of Fort Magruder near South
Congress Avenue and Ben White

Estimated location of Civil War
trenchworks at Fort Magruder

MMA-2003

Archaelogical and Archival
Investigations – TXDoT, 1995

Magruder and Kellersburg built the fort on a hill overlooking the San Antonio Road, near the present
northwest corner of South Congress Avenue and Ben White Boulevard. The fortifications consisted of
earthen embankments and trenches with storage for gunpowder. While Magruder's predictions proved
wrong, his instincts were well-considered; the hilltop location was a strategic point that would have given
the Confederates good advantage in defending Austin from advancing cavalry.

RECONSTRUCTION
Several of South Austin’s farmers, including James Swisher and James Bouldin, owned slaves before
the Civil War. With emancipation, the slaves were granted their freedom. Some of the Swisher slaves
stayed with the family after the war (J.M. Swisher Memoirs) but others, notably the Bouldin family
slaves, settled in South Austin in an area known as the Brackenridge neighborhood. Located between
South Congress and South First Street, from the Texas School for the Deaf south to Oltorf Road, the
neighborhood was comprised entirely of black families through the 1920 census. Residents included
skilled craftsmen such as masons and seamstresses, and businessmen like Robert S. Stanley who ran a
general store in the neighborhood from the turn of the 20th century into the 1930s. Several black churches
remain in the neighborhood today (Bouldin Creek Neighborhood Plan, 2002: 12).
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LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY DEVELOPMENT

Pontoon Bridge 1869
Texas State Archives

John Milton Swisher
Vertical Files,
Austin History Center

Reconstruction brought new river crossings to the
Colorado. The first bridge – a pontoon bridge at Brazos
Street – was built in 1869, but a flood destroyed it 11
months later. The three ferries, Grumbles' on Barton
Creek, Stone's on Waller Creek and Swisher's at
Congress Avenue, resumed business until a new bridge
was built. Elizabeth Boyd Swisher's death in 1875
ended the family's 23-year ferry operation.
The
following year, construction of a wooden bridge
provided a reliable crossing over the Colorado River and
the remaining ferries closed.
In 1877, with the new bridge making South Austin
more accessible than before, James and Elizabeth
Swishers' son, John Milton Swisher, subdivided about 23
acres of the family farm along the San Antonio Road. It
was Austin's first urban addition south of the Colorado
River. An auditor and banker, Swisher continued his
parents' occupation in transportation. After the Civil
War and until 1870, John Milton Swisher organized and
served as president of a stock company for the
construction of the city's street railway system. He also
owned the stage line that left Austin for San Antonio
from Swisher's ferry. The one-way passage cost $10.

Swisher's plat noted that it was an addition to "South Austin" rather than Austin, perhaps
acknowledging South Austin's separate identity from the capital city. Swisher allotted a very generous
120 foot right-of-way through the center of his grid-style residential addition. The wide avenue was laid
out in a direct line with Congress Avenue on the north side of the river. This visionary and civic act
dedicated a grand view from Swisher's farm to the public domain. South Congress Avenue, in spite of
being separated from the downtown portion of the street by about a mile over the Colorado River and
low-lying areas, preserved the major approach to the city center and the capitol for future residents and
visitors. A permanent and fully paved connection from Bouldin Creek to the north side of the river would
not be complete for another 50 years. Swisher named the other streets in the addition after members of
his family and neighbors: Milton, Monroe, James, Annie, Nellie, Elizabeth, Mary, Johanna, Eva, Newton
and Brackenridge (South Austin Advocate 1939: 12). These names have survived to the present.
In 1881, while the growing Austin population was still dependent upon a wooden bridge, the first
railroad bridge was built across the Colorado. An entrepreneurial enterprise, the railroad may have made
faster progress than the bridge construction because it was privately funded and not subject to political
constraints and public subsidy. Two years after the railroad bridge was completed, a 120-foot span of the
seven-year-old wooden bridge collapsed under the weight of a herd of cattle and it was replaced the
following year with a permanent iron toll bridge. Travis County bought the iron bridge in 1886 and for
the first time permanent dry passage to South Austin was free. It was said that the truss bridge was
expected "to stand as long as time lasts," according to an article in the Austin Daily Statesman of that
year.
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Wooden Bridge 1869

Iron Bridge 1880’s

Texas State Archives

Austin History Center

By 1910, however, traffic had increased such
that the county was compelled to replace the
bridge with a wider one and work began on a
concrete bridge. In 1915, two of the original iron
trusses were taken from storage and installed
over Onion Creek at Moore's Crossing, a small
agricultural hub in Southeast Travis County.
Later that year the spans were washed out in a
flood. Residents of the area collected funds to
rebuild the bridge and in 1922 the county rebuilt
the piers and installed the remaining three spans
(Myers et. al. 1996: E-33). The bridge connects
Richard Moya Park to Moore's Crossing and is a
Contributing element of the Moore's Crossing
Historic District.
Although the bridge construction greatly
improved transportation, Swisher's Addition was
not immediately successful. Streetcar lines did
not extend to South Austin until about 1910 and
it was difficult to commute to downtown jobs
from homes south of the river. As a result,
development was slow and South Congress
Avenue remained a country road through a
largely rural landscape throughout the remainder
of 19th century.
Despite Swisher's minimal success, other
developers tried their luck in South Austin. In
1886 Charles Newning bought the northern
portion of the Swisher farm and developed an
addition he called Fairview Park. In contrast to
Swisher's grid-style addition on the high,
relatively flat ground of the area, Fairview Park
was created over a hilly area with two creeks
through it and numerous city views from its
hillsides and terraces. Newning intended to sell
his large, irregular-sized lots for grand homes in
an attractive, arboreous setting. The Austin Daily
Statesman helped Newning's efforts by calling
South Austin a premiere residential setting.

Swisher’s Addition
Bergen Daniel & Gracy, Austin and Surround…, (1891)
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South Austin has neither railroads, factories, board of trade, or large hotels, but she
has health, bracing air, fine roads, sewers, indescribable scenery, many modern
residences, and a baseball club. When the north side of the river is lined with factories,
and the dense smoke of soft coal is resting like a pall over the city, then the South Side
will become the main residence place. Mark the prediction (Austin Daily Statesman,
December 11, 1887).
The newspaper's glowing recommendation notwithstanding, Newning's efforts were only modestly
successful in the years before the streetcar and the automobile.
While Swisher and Newning tried their
hands at residential development close to the
river, the Holy Cross Fathers and Brothers were
building St. Edwards College at the
southernmost end of South Congress, between
present Oltorf Road and Ben White Boulevard.
Plans for the college had been in the making for
more than a decade. In 1872, Rev. Edward
Sorin, founder of Notre Dame (1842), purchased
the site from James Doyle, a pioneer farmer and
construction supervisor for the State Capitol.
St. Edward’s College 1889
Two years later, the Holy Cross Fathers and
Barker Texas History Center
Brothers assumed charge of St. Mary's
Cathedral in downtown Austin and began operating a farm on the former Doyle homestead. In 1885, they
chartered St. Edwards College and hired Nicholas Clayton, a prominent Texas architect who designed St.
Mary's Cathedral, to design the main building. Completed in 1887, the grand building dominated the
landscape.
[This] great old building, gracing the South Austin skyline with its symmetrical
silhouette, and visible for many miles, has to be one of the finest in all of Texas
(Hoffman, 1982).
St. Edward's College was re-chartered as a university in 1925 and in 1966 women were admitted for the
first time. A successful college, St. Edwards was also a major attraction for tourists and Austin residents
alike.
The 1890s saw a number of civic improvements in Austin and the surrounding area. In 1890, the
Austin Dam was built on the Colorado River in the western part of the city. The dam created a 20-mile
long lake – Lake Austin – and promised reliable electricity and protection from flooding. In 1891,
developer Monroe Shipe established the city's first electric streetcar system – Austin Rapid Transit.
However, the streetcar lines didn't come to South Austin until 1910 after the concrete bridge was built
across the Colorado River. In 1891, Mayor McDonald promised a stone bridge across Bouldin Creek at
South Congress Avenue (The Austin Statesman, October 24, 1891). In 1895, the city installed its first
public lighting system – the Moonlight Towers. Two of the original thirty-one towers survive in South
Austin; one is at South First Avenue at Monroe and the other is at Leland and East Side.
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Powell Store and Stock Yards c. 1905

Eck Store @ Nellie Looking North 1900-19

PICA 02553 Austin History Center

PICA 02549 Austin History Center

In spite of these advances, South Congress Avenue remained an unpaved country road. By 1891,
only eight buildings stood on South Congress Avenue. There was a two-story house on one corner of
Monroe and South Congress and a log house where the South Side Church was later established. Leonard
Eck owned a two-story limestone store building at South Congress and Nellie, present 1202 South
Congress. A Mr. Hart, a stonemason, lived off the Avenue near Live Oak Street and the Raif family lived
at 1714 South Congress. C. T. Carson lived at 1514 South Congress where he also had a grocery. A Mr.
Stoner had a grocery at 1500 South Congress. J. M. Crawford's home and gristmill—now Guero's
restaurant—were at 1412 South Congress (South Austin Advocate, April 28, 1939: 12).
Still, South Congress was the principal road in South Austin. It provided access to the city for
students and personnel at St. Edwards College and the School for the Deaf, as well as all of the area's
scattered citizens. And, it remained the only direct route between Austin and San Antonio.

EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY GROWTH AND ADVENT OF THE AUTOMOBILE
The year 1900 started off with new challenges for Austin. The dam that had provided electricity for
nine years broke, leaving the city with no reliable electricity and a streetcar system that had to revert to
horse-pulled trolleys. The first automobile arrived in the city in 1902, but it was not until the advent of
gasoline pumping technology that it became common and comfortable to travel by automobile crosscountry. Once that occurred, however, automobile travel for both business and pleasure increased
rapidly. Citizens formed "good roads" associations in Texas to promote better roads. They organized
events and set aside volunteer time to improve the roads. These associations developed maps and
brochures and distinctive symbols. South Congress became part of Texas Highway 2 that continued
through Austin and out Guadalupe Street to points north. At least three associations – the King of Trails
Highway, the Meridian, and the Middle Buster – oversaw improvements to South Congress.
In 1905, the city of Austin paved Congress Avenue from the Capitol to the river with bricks. The
following year, the local newspaper commented favorably on the project:
Austin Being Watched. . . Austin used to
be spoken of as "a pretty city, but slow,"
Within the last few years, however, the old
place has taken on a new life and is making a
noise like a city. The paving of Congress
Avenue – a long-talked of project – is not
only an evidence of prosperity, but about the
best and most enduring advertisement that
Austin people have put their money into (The
Austin Statesman, December 16, 1906).

Congress Ave. Paved with Bricks
PICA 18628 Austin History Center
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South Congress Avenue, however important as a conduit for business and tourism, remained unpaved
with little substantial development.
In 1907, a small club of South Austin men began discussions on replacing the old iron bridge across
the Colorado. The "proposition was agitated and in the next year a bond issue was elected and the
structure started" (South Austin Advocate, 6). The old bridge trusses were shifted to new temporary piers
on one side of the site to maintain traffic during the construction of the new bridge. The new concrete
bridge had a floor system 50' wide to accommodate roadway pavement and interurban railway tracks.
The overhanging portion of the deck was devoted to sidewalks and ornamental concrete railings that also
supported light standards.

Construction of Concrete Bridge 1900-19

Completed Concrete Bridge 1910+

PICH 10883 Austin History Center

PICH 03791 Austin History Center

The bridge was completed in 1910 but before its official opening there were complaints about
inadequate lighting at the south end of the bridge (in addition to a general plea for more lighting in South
Austin). People also voiced concerns about the sharp descent from the bridge to the road beds on either
side. Over the course of a month, wagons hauled dirt from the Littlefield Building excavations to make
the fill at both ends of the bridge. The first day the bridge was opened, April 3, 1910, crowds of people
walked and drove over the structure. With the new bridge in place, streetcar tracks were laid from the
bridge to Capital Heights at Live Oak Street. For the first time, South Austin had reliable, convenient
transportation to downtown Austin. Almost immediately, new residents moved to the area and new stores
cropped up along South Congress to serve them.
In the 1910s and 1920s, a new generation of visionaries rose to lead Austin's growth and
development. The Chamber of Commerce launched the public careers of future mayors Tom Miller and
William Drake and helped set in motion the city's rapid growth. Joined by business leaders including
Walter E. Long these men promoted civic pride and responsibility and spearheaded numerous
improvements including a citywide sewer system in 1913.

Penn Field 1918
A 629.1309 LO Austin History Center
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Domestic programs were shelved for awhile, however, when the United States entered World War I.
Once again, the military looked to South Austin for a base of operations. In 1917, the U.S. Army selected
a 150-acre site on a hill south of St. Edwards University for a flight training school named Penn Field.
With the aid of Boy Scouts from the School for the Deaf, a Chamber of Commerce committee cleared the
field of corn and rocks. The first plane landed in 1918 only a few months before the end of the war. After
the war, the University of Texas purchased 318 additional acres and opened a radio school on the
property. Railroad tracks were laid to the site and five brick buildings were built. It was sold to the
Woodward Truck Body Company in 1918 and was used for manufacturing until the 1990s.
During the 1920s, Austin, along with the nation
as a whole, enjoyed unprecedented prosperity and
growth. South Austin, too, experienced a growth
spurt both in residential and commercial
development. Streetcar access and greater car
ownership made it much easier to commute across
Proposed Major Street Section 1927
A City Plan for Austin, Texas City of Austin
the bridge to downtown jobs. As a result, more
people moved to South Austin where housing was
often less expensive than in the city. Hundreds of bungalows filled the streets of South Austin during this
period and a number still survive on South Congress Avenue. And, in response to the residential growth,
more commercial enterprises appeared on main streets, especially South Congress.
Among the new residents of South Austin in the 1920s were Mexican American families, some of
whom were displaced when Our Lady of Guadalupe Church in downtown Austin was closed in 1926.
The city had offered the church a new site in East Austin to encourage residents in the southwest quadrant
of town to move out of the area which was targeted for urban renewal. Known as “Mexico” since the
1880s, the community was largely Latino. Although many parishioners moved to East Austin, others
relocated in South Austin where they formed a new congregation. Since that time, South Austin has been
home to a large community of Mexican American citizens.
One of the most chilling events that has ever occurred in South Austin took place in the 1920s. On
May 4, 1922 a tornado, which struck South Congress, destroyed part of the Woodward Truck Body Plant
and demolished Holy Cross Hall at St. Edwards. S.E. Dahlstrom watched the tornado from a store
building on the Post Road (South Congress) and saw a water tower "snap like a match stick", a dairy barn
go down and chickens running around without any feathers, plucked by instant suction. (Austin American
Statesman February 18, 1960, n.p.) The Austin Statesman reported 13 killed, 44 injured and property loss
in excess of $700,000 (Austin American Statesman February 18, 1960, n.p.). Although the tornado was
undoubtedly the single worst disaster to occur on South Congress Avenue, it didn't deter development,
which continued apace during the 1920s.
Austin continued to pursue civic improvements and in 1927 the City Planning Commission
contracted with Koch and Fowler Consulting Engineers of Dallas to prepare a City Plan. Koch and
Fowler's recommendations included storm sewers, street plans, long-overdue paving priorities, zoning,
locations for civic facilities and other issues. The planners particularly noted that South Congress Avenue
had ample width, but "a considerable fill will be necessary opposite the Deaf and Dumb Institute to make
its full width available." They also recommended that the "jog at the City limits (Live Oak Street) should
be eliminated by extending South Congress Avenue through LaPrelle Place to a diagonal connection with
the San Antonio highway." (A Plan For Austin, 1928: 18).
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In 1930, the portion of South Congress south of Nellie Street was paved the full 90' width. In early
1930, the City Council had a long debate over the width to pave the remainder - or connecting portion just
south of the river. There was a faction that wanted to pave it only 74' feet wide. Finally, on July 17, 1930,
the City Council passed a motion to pave South Congress Avenue from Nellie Street to the Bouldin Creek
bluff a width of 90'. Mayor P. W. McFadden introduced the motion:
Although the Council was in accord that a mistake had been made in originally
paving any part of the street as wide as 90 feet, as was done below Nellie, it was decided
to carry the width out as far as the bluff instead of making it 74 feet wide as was
proposed in the first ordinance. This action delayed the start of work on the project
several months it was declared (Austin Statesman, No. 308, July 17, 1930, n.p.)

Paving in 1931
CO0622 Austin History Center

Completed Paving Post 1931
PICA 17892 Austin History Center

On October 15, 1931, the council finally awarded a contract to Brown & Root to surface the unpaved
portion of South Congress from Riverside drive to Bouldin Creek. The completely paved, permanent
connection between Edwin Waller's Congress Avenue and Swisher's Addition was finally achieved.
The Great Depression did not diminish the city's desire to follow the recommendations of its City
Plan. Led by Mayor Tom Miller with the support of U.S. Congressman Lyndon Baines Johnson, Austin
used the programs of the "New Deal" to implement the plans the city had envisioned in the 1910s and
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1920s. One such project, the bathing pool at Stacy Park's artesian well in South Austin, was completed by
the Works Progress Administration (WPA). Championed by the South Austin Civic Club, a community
improvement organization, the project was endorsed by the city Recreation Department and approved by
the city council. The South Austin Civic Club continues to serve its community.
In South Austin, both local and tourist traffic grew during the 1920s and 1930s. Automobiles had
become available to the average adult and leisure travel by car had become commonplace by the 1920s.
Congress Avenue remained the main travel route from San Antonio and points south into the capital city
and roadside businesses and advertising sprang up along the highway. As the Texas capital, Austin had a
number of "built-in" attractions including the capitol, the Governor's mansion, and other state offices as
well as recreational spots like Barton Springs and shopping venues in the downtown district. During the
1920s, highway billboards began to appear along the highway to attract visitors. At the same time, tourist
courts, restaurants and gas stations sprang up along travel routes including South Congress Avenue.

Highway 2 South of Austin

Road Sign for Barton Springs

TXDoT

Austin History Center

As South Congress Avenue carried increasing numbers of tourist travelers to the city, land uses along
its frontage changed to meet the evolving economy. In 1909, business enterprises on South Congress
were predominately grocery stores, bakeries and horse sales, blacksmiths and liveries. By 1930, both
residential and tourist trade increased. Businesses provided many more services to local residents, such
as barber and beauty shops and dry cleaners, but they also catered to tourists with numerous gas stations,
tourist camps, and restaurants.

Austin Motel Tourist Court

San Jose Hotel Tourist Court

www.austinpostcards.com

Austin History Center

One of the most enduring businesses on South Congress was a hamburger stand near the south end of
the Congress Avenue Bridge. Started by Harry Aiken in 1932, it later became the Night Hawk, famous as
a gathering place for state politicos. By the end of the decade, numerous tourist courts had sprung up on
the highways leading into the city – both on the north side (Guadalupe Street/Georgetown Road), and the
south (South Congress Avenue/San Antonio Road). Citing "the expectation of many visitors to the city",
the city adopted an ordinance to regulate the growing number of tourist courts (City of Austin Ordinance
March, 21, 1940).
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Despite a poor economic climate
nationwide in the 1930s, South Austin
experienced a good deal of progress in its civic
projects.
In
1932,
following
the
recommendations of planners Koch and Fowler,
a new fire station designed by revered local
architect Edwin Kreisle replaced an older one
on the east side of the 1700 block of South
Fire Station No. 2 1932
Congress Avenue. By 1939 the South Austin
Hank T. Smith, Austin: Its Architecture… (1836-1986)
Civic Association helped achieve numerous
new civic improvements including the paving of West Mary Street and the construction of a post office, a
theater and a junior high school. South Austin had its own newspaper, the South Austin Advocate,
published by Ford Richie from his office at 1321 South Congress. This newspaper claimed that 10,000
people lived in South Austin in 1939 in 2,360 homes (South Austin Advocate, 1939:1).
Although many infrastructural improvements were made, none saved South Austin from the ravages
of a major flood in 1935. The huge flood caused $4,000,000 loss to the city, much of it on the south side
of the river. The South Austin Advocate pressed for greater security for South Austin:

Flood at Congress Bridge 1935
PICA 20060 Austin History Center

South Austin has always been the worst sufferer from flood damage when the
Colorado went on a rampage . . . With the completion of the dams up-stream it is
generally conceded that an end to these floods has arrived. . . . Those dams have got to be
good (South Austin Advocate, 1939: 7).
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On Saturday April 6, 1940, nearly fifty years after the first dam was built, three hundred people gathered
to commemorate the newly completed Austin Dam. It would later be named for one of Austin's most
notable public figures, Mayor Tom Miller. The new Tom Miller Dam created the 20-mile-long Lake
Austin.
Although domestic construction nationwide all but ceased during World War II, it exploded in the
postwar period with new housing starts, schools, office buildings and highway construction. In 1946, the
City of Austin voted to approve $940,000 in bonds to build a new highway under the Interstate Highways
program and U.S. Highway 81 became Interstate Highway 35 (IH-35). This new route required using East
Avenue north of the river and a new bridge, on a southeast diagonal across the river to the mouth of
Harper's Creek, on the south side.
Although the new interstate highway provided for through-traffic at greater speeds, it lacked the
significant quality that South Congress Avenue had as a visual gateway. Travelers fondly remember
turning off the Interstate at the old San Antonio Road (Highway 81) because the view of the Capitol was
more important than the speed they were traveling. When they reached the point where the road widened
and was on axis with the Capitol their eyes opened up to the great avenue in awe (Marburger, October 5,
2002).
Despite the advent of the new interstate
highway, tourist accommodations continued to be
built along South Congress Avenue until the early
1960s. In 1952 South Congress had 21 motels and
motor courts stretching from the railroad (at the
current Ben White Boulevard) to the river. It also
had 14 restaurants and hamburger stands, 12 Gas
stations, nine building material stores, and nine
grocery stores. That year, the Terrace Motor Hotel
was built on South Congress near Fairview Park
and it became one of the foremost places to stay
Restaurant at the Terrace Motor Court
while visiting Austin. Designed in a modern style
Austin History Center
by architects Niggli and Gustafson, it had 256
rooms and was the largest motel built on South Congress. It boasted two restaurants, two pools, and a
banquet hall. Laid out over a steep terrain requiring terraces, it became known as the Terrace Convention
Center.
Another major development of the 1950s was Twin Oaks Shopping Center, one of the city's earliest
"strip" shopping venues. Odus Jung built Twin Oaks Shopping Center at the northeast corner of Oltorf
Road and South Congress Avenue for $500,000 in 1954. The complex was named for the large Live Oak
trees that were preserved in the middle of the L-shaped center. With its off-street orientation and large
parking lot, the Twin Oaks Shopping Center reflects the dependence on the automobile beginning in the
early postwar era.

MODERN CIVIC AND COMMERCIAL ENDEAVORS
Major civic projects in the 1950s brought citywide interest to the south bank of the Colorado. In 1956
the Congress Avenue Bridge was widened to its full 44-foot width to accommodate more traffic. Four
years later, in January 1959, the city auditorium opened on the south side of the river. It was connected
by Drake Bridge to a site north of the river that was designated for a new city hall. In 1960, Longhorn
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Dam was finished at Pleasant Valley crossing. It was the last in a chain of Colorado River dams started
during the Great Depression. Longhorn Dam created Town Lake and ensured a constant water level and
the security needed to develop the sand beach beyond its previous potential.
South Congress has been home to a number of
notable commercial endeavors. Among them are some of
Austin's favorite restaurants. Abraham Kennedy, who
emigrated from Linares, Mexico in 1944, opened El
Gallo restaurant in a bungalow at 3310 South Congress
in 1957. In 1969, he built a much larger new restaurant
that is still in operation at the same site. Schlotsky's, a
small sandwich shop that opened in the 1300 block of
Night Hawk Restaurant
An Illustrated Histroy Of Austin, 1985
South Congress in 1970, went on to become a national
chain. One entrepreneur shaped both the business and
civic character of South Austin. Harry Akin, owner of Night Hawk Restaurant, was appointed chairman
of the first human rights commission after an impassioned plea for ending segregation. Akin is attributed
with breaking the color barrier by serving the first black person at the Night Hawk in 1958. In 1967, Akin
was elected mayor and the city council finally passed laws prohibiting segregation in public places.
Beginning in the 1970s, South Austin became a Mecca for musicians, artists and the people who
supported them. Among the most memorable music venues in South Austin was the much beloved
Armadillo World Headquarters. Austinite Eddie Wilson and his friends opened the Armadillo World
Headquarters in the National Guard Armory on Barton Springs Road, off Congress Avenue, in 1970. It
was a world-renowned venue for many kinds of music, particularly rock and roll, but the operators lost
their lease in 1980 and the building was demolished. In the 1990s, Eddie Wilson returned to the same
corner with Threadgill's Restaurant. The restaurant not only continues the tradition of restaurants in the
sand beach area, but also houses a vast array of photos and memorabilia from the Armadillo World
Headquarters. It also boasts the large neon sign that once graced the Night Hawk Restaurant as well as
other historic and nostalgic signs from the area. Another famous music venue in the area is the
Continental Club which has been a fixture at 1315 S. Congress for more than 30 years. Today, many of
the restaurants on South Congress Avenue including Guero's, El Sol y La Luna, and the San Jose Motel
occasionally feature live music.
Although tourists never completely abandoned South Congress Avenue, the speed and convenience of
IH-35 drew much of the tourist trade including motels and restaurants to the east in the 1960s and 1970s.
As business slowed on South Congress during this period, buildings including restaurants and tourist
courts fell into disrepair.
As commercial rents continued to decline in the 1970s, small retailers and artists were attracted to the
South Congress Corridor. An example is Designers' Space, which lost its lease downtown and relocated
to 1704 S. Congress in 1981. The organization adapted the building (originally a hardware store and
"Caldwell's apartments") to house three arts organizations, a number of art studios, studio/living spaces,
and a gallery space for events and exhibits. Designers' Space had some limited city funding for its
programs. A fire in 1983 gutted the second floor and damaged the first floor. Owner, David Woodland,
secured a city corridor program low interest loan to rebuild and Designers' Space used the building until
1987.
In the past few decades, South Congress has experienced a renaissance largely due to its colorful and
eclectic retail businesses, music venues, restaurants, and adaptive reuse of historic buildings. The area
around Congress and Monroe in particular puts its large number of intact historic buildings to good use by
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attracting eclectic retail businesses, arts and music venues and restaurants to the area. The area continues
to attract artists, architects and small independent retailers. In fact, the Monroe segment has become a
very popular shopping destination for both residents and visitors and may enjoy more retail success than
at any time in its past. Most of the stores sell antiques, collectibles, or unique items that fit in well with
the old buildings. Many of the retailers stay open late into the evening one day a month and the street
takes on a festive atmosphere on the First Thursday of every month.

1316 S. Congress/ Hotel San José

1500 S. Congress Rue’s Antiques

MMA 2002

MMA 2002

Revitalization is not limited to the area around Monroe, however. At the corner of Congress and
Riverside there are now two large hotels, and a modern furniture store occupies the Tropics building. The
area around the intersection of Live Oak and Congress has several new restaurants, and neighbors
recently renovated the old Austin Theater. Farther south at Oltorf and Congress, the HEB grocery store
underwent a complete renovation in the 1990s. Two new motels and a restaurant were recently built near
Havana and Congress. Perhaps the most ambitious renovation undertaking is the redevelopment of Penn
Field close to Ben White Boulevard. Penn Field has been transformed from an industrial plant to a multiuse complex that includes office space, wholesale businesses, a coffee shop and designers' studios.
In addition to its role as a retail street, South Congress remains a heavily traveled major commuter
route conveying thousands of passengers between downtown Austin and South Austin. It is the route of
the Number One bus line connecting to Lamar, on the north side of the river, and recently trolley cars
were reintroduced to help move commuters. The Orange ‘Dillo trolley line goes down South Congress to
the Live Oak segment and turns around the Austin Island Park before returning downtown.
The transformation of South Congress Avenue from a rural country road to the capital city gateway
and, finally, to the vibrant shopping district that it is today, has been remarkable. Its enduring popularity
is due, in part, to its magnificent and unobstructed view of the Texas State Capitol. Thanks to the James
Swisher’s vision, residents and visitors who come to South Congress Avenue to enjoy the food, music
and unique shopping experience, are treated to an unsurpassed image of the Capitol. Indeed, it is one of
the most important design elements in Austin’s urban fabric.
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TIMELINE
8000 BC

Archaic Period Hunting and Gathering

1400-1800's

Nomadic Indian tribes

1709

Aquirre-Espinosa-Olivares reaches the south side of the Colorado.

1846

Austin’s Little Colony granted

1836

William Barton settles at Barton Springs

1837

Edwin Waller lays out Austin. Road to Gonzales built by Ben and Henry McCulloch.

1838

Austin named Capital

1847

J.G. Swisher settles south of the river. Samuel Stone begins ferry at Waller Creek

1852

Swisher is overseer of road from his ferry at Congress to Chapman's Crossing

1857

Deaf & Dumb Asylum established

1861

Civil War starts

1863

Major General John Bankhead Magruder establishes Fort Magruder

1869

First bridge (pontoon) across Colorado

1876

Wooden bridge over Colorado

1877

Swisher's Addition to South Austin

1884

Iron bridge (toll) across the Colorado replaces wooden bridge

1885

St. Edwards College established

1888

Capitol dedicated

1891

Eck Dry Goods Store built

1893

Austin Dam completed

1898

John E. Wallace surveys S. Congress and San Antonio Rd

1900

Austin Dam breaks

1903

Citizens form "good roads" associations

1910

Concrete bridge built at Congress Avenue
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1917

Texas Highway Department created

1918

Penn Field established

1928

City Plan by Koch & Fowler

1931

South Congress Avenue paved between Oltorf and Bouldin Creek

1932

Fire Station built on South Congress. Harry Aiken starts hamburger stand

1935

Flood inundates Riverside area

1940

Tom Miller Dam completed

1952

Highway 81 moved and Interstate 35 built

1956

Congress Avenue Bridge widened to four lanes

1960

Longhorn Dam built

1970

Armadillo World Headquarters opens

1980

Congress Avenue Bridge widened

1986

Fairview Park Neighborhood Conservation District

1998

South Congress Improvement Project / Dawson Neighborhood Plan

1999

South Congress Enhancement Guidelines
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ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
Properties along the South Congress Avenue corridor from Riverside Drive to Ben White Boulevard
range from late nineteenth/early twentieth century residences and commercial buildings to early midcentury motor courts and restaurants, civic and educational facilities, and new, post-modern commercial
construction. The wide variety of property types and architectural styles reflects the diversity of
development along South Congress Avenue that began with its initial settlement in the 1840s and which
continues to the present. No single vision has ever guided development on South Congress as evidenced
by this variety of property types and use. Rather, development occurred according to the proximity to the
river and to the San Antonio/Post Road, to adjacent or nearby residential additions, and to the terrain.
Segments of the avenue acquired certain definable traits in response to environmental and manmade
factors. The Attribute Analysis defines and examines those traits.
The Attribute Analysis is based on the survey of historic resources conducted as part of this project
and forms the basis for the design guidelines, streetscape improvements, and historical/ interpretive
markers. It includes a brief discussion of the general property types found in the survey area followed by
an analysis of the historic development in each of its six segments: Riverside, Monroe, Live Oak, Oltorf,
Havana, and Ben White. A Summary of the survey is shown in Exhibit 1. A listing of land uses along the
avenue in different time periods is shown in Exhibit 2.

PROPERTY TYPES
Historic properties include buildings, structures, objects, and sites. The Secretary of the Interior
organizes historic properties into functional types to better understand the cultural resources and their
histories. Eight major property types occurred historically within the South Congress Avenue corridor
since the beginnings of Anglo settlement on the south bank of the Colorado River in the 1840s. They are
briefly defined as follows:
Agricultural – barns, stables, silos, windmills, spring houses
Domestic – single-family houses, apartments, motels, dormitories, servants' quarters
Commercial – 1 and 2-story brick, stone and wood commercial blocks, gas stations, and restaurants
Institutional – schools and dormitories, churches, meeting halls
Industrial – manufacturing plants and auxiliary structures
Governmental – post offices, city halls, fire stations
Landscaping – trees, green spaces, street lights, benches, kiosks
Transportation Related – road beds, sidewalks, bridges, streetcar lines
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AGRICULTURAL PROPERTIES:
No agricultural properties have been identified along the roadway but they undoubtedly once stood
within the project area since agriculture was the economic basis of its earliest settlement. A milk barn has
reportedly been restored on the grounds of the School for the Deaf but it was not part of the survey. Such
properties, however, along with animal and implement barns, corncribs, silos, windmills and other
resources specifically associated with agriculture were typical of scattered farmsteads along South
Congress Avenue in the 19th century. Because most of these farms were subdivided and developed for
residential use in the late-19th and early-20th centuries, few agricultural properties survive to the present.
This type is mentioned only to acknowledge the earliest built features and uses along the avenue.

DOMESTIC PROPERTIES:
Domestic properties include single-family houses, servants' quarters, tenant houses and multi-family
dwellings such as duplexes and apartments and their related auxiliary buildings. Auto garages, sheds,
barns and privies associated with these properties are considered domestic auxiliary buildings, as well.
Domestic properties – homes of the first settlers including John Swisher – were probably the earliest
historic resources in the South Congress Avenue project area. Although none survive from the first wave
of pioneer settlement, several late-19th century and numerous early 20th century houses remain on the
avenue. They were the result of early residential subdivision of the land around and including South
Congress Avenue, and were built at a time when single-family domestic development outweighed
commercial properties on the avenue. Several bungalows and two larger homes remain on the avenue.

Bungalow at 2004

Queen Anne at 1403

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

Spanish Colonial Revival at
3116
MMA-2002

Other domestic properties include a number of early- to mid-20th century tourist courts such as the
Austin, San Jose, Bel Air and Don-Mar motels. These properties began to appear along South Congress
Avenue shortly after its designation as Highway 2 when the Texas State Highway Department was
created in 1917. Most tourist courts were based on a courtyard plan with a drive-in entrance from South
Congress Avenue into the central parking area around which little cabins or freestanding rooms were
arranged. Motels usually were rows of rooms under a single roof. In addition to these low rise courts and
motels were trailer parks. Beginning in the southernmost Ben White segment, motels and tourist courts
lined South Congress Avenue to take advantage of the visitors who traveled the main road between San
Antonio and Austin. The existence of these mid-20th century auto-related hostelries reflects the
highway’s preeminence in South Austin, which lasted well into the mid-twentieth century. In fact,
Tourist courts increased along the highway during the 1930’s and 1940’s. The highway became U.S.
Highway 81 in 1936 and remained a major tourist conduit until the late 1960’s when much of the traffic
was siphoned off by IH-35 to the east.
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Austin Motel Postcard

Don-Mar at 2109

San Jose Motel

www.austinpostcard.com

COA Survey-1984

AHC

COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES:
Historic commercial properties along South Congress Avenue run the gamut from one- and two-story
brick retail buildings to auto repair shops, gas stations, restaurants and the former Austin Movie Theater.
Signs are included within this category, and South Congress Avenue retains a number of historic neon
signs and more recent eclectic ones beckoning clientele to their shops and tourist courts.

Bel Air Sign

Magnolia Café Sign

Pink at 1204

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

Commercial buildings on South Congress Avenue rarely display the sophistication and attention to
detail seen on many commercial buildings in downtown Austin. The majority are one- or two-part
commercial blocks and utilize brick load-bearing construction. Most date to the late 19th and early 20th
centuries and were constructed to front onto South Congress Avenue to take advantage of the many
travelers along the Austin-to-San Antonio Road.
A One-Part Commercial Block is a discrete, independently treated structure that is free standing or
part of a group. The facade typically consists of a plate glass display capped by a transom band.
Corbelled brick, ornamental panels, and cast-stone coping are often used to enhance the parapet.
Sometimes a nameplate is placed in the center of the parapet. The Two-Part Commercial Block is
distinguished by its division into two distinct horizontal sections. The first story, or lower section, is both
visually and functionally separate from the upper section of one to three additional stories. Like the OnePart Commercial Block, Two-Part Commercial Blocks have commercial storefronts at the street level and
a parapet often detailed similarly to One-Part structures. Upper stories are punctuated with windows in
varying patterns. The ground floor facades of both one-part and two-part commercial buildings typically
include a central door and flanking display windows. Both types had awnings suspended from tie rods.
Some had 4”x4” glossy tile (often black) on their bulkheads and as veneers as seen in buildings at 1500,
1512 and 1708 South Congress, pictured below.
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Rue’s Antiques at 1500

Hage Building at 1512

Raif Building at 1720

MMA-2002

COA Survey-1984

COA Survey-1984

Post-World War II buildings have large plate glass storefront windows. In the 1940s and 1950s,
vitrolite replaced tile as a façade accent. Two-story types have metal casement windows in the upper
floor. Small 1950s buildings on the avenue often had an asymmetrical look referencing the Art Moderne
style in a simplistic way. They featured a vertical brick or limestone pier extending above a flat roof.
Accent material was often limestone veneer. A good example is the barbershop at 3406 South Congress
Avenue and Town & Country Cleaners.

Lopez Haircuts at 3406

Town & Country Cleaners at 1423

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

In the past several decades, however, property owners and tenants on South Congress Avenue have
embellished their generic storefronts with a variety of multi-colored, artistic and "funky" designs. At
first catering to the counter-culture and in more recent years to a larger clientele, the South Congress
Avenue merchants have distinguished themselves both by their wares – often handmade, unique or
vintage clothes, toys and gifts – and by their buildings whose facades and signs have themselves become
works of art. Most of these fanciful facades and signs are found on one- and two-part commercial
buildings in the Monroe Street segment of South Congress. Noteworthy examples include Electric
Ladyland (1504-1506 South Congress), Uncommon Objects (1512 South Congress) and Dragonsnaps
(1700 South Congress). The Austin Theater is a unique building on the avenue due to its height and it
creates a tall rectangular form fronting directly onto the street.

1504-1506

Electric Ladyland at 1504-1506

COA Survey-1984

MMA-2002
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INSTITUTIONAL PROPERTIES:
Institutional properties include churches and schools. The main buildings of St. Edward's University
are the only Institutional (Educational) properties within the project area that date to the historic period.
Many neighborhoods historically featured public schools within walking distance. Fulmore Middle
School, built ca. 1911 just outside the project area, reflected the residential growth of the surrounding area
at that time. Mid-19th century institutions such as St. Edward's University and the Texas School for the
Deaf were often located at the periphery of town or in the country because they required large tracts of
inexpensive land and because country settings were considered healthful for the students or patients.
Their presence on South Congress reflects the semi-rural character of the area in the mid- to late-19th
century. Churches were also built on South Congress but no buildings dating to the historic period
survive in the project area. Although the Congress Avenue Baptist Church has maintained a longstanding
presence on the avenue, the sanctuary is of more recent construction.

St. Edward’s University Main Building

Congress Avenue Baptist Church

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES:
Light industrial facilities have also existed historically along South Congress Avenue. A gristmill
once operated from the building that now houses Guero's Restaurant and blacksmiths plied their trade at
various places along the road. Surviving examples of twentieth century industrial properties include
World War I-era Penn Field that was converted to industrial use including Ford truck body and
woodworking facilities after the war. Toward the southern end of the avenue lies a 2-story brick
industrial building constructed about 1958 for the Pearson Manufacturing Company.
In general, however, most manufacturing activities in the South Congress Avenue project area took
place in converted commercial type buildings. For example, the ca. 1910 two-story commercial building
at 1204 South Congress operated as a sign manufacturing company in the late 1950s. Although the onestory building at 1321 South Congress appears to be a commercial building, it opened as M-V
Manufacturing and Distributing about 1931, and by 1935 it housed Advocate Printing Company. Former
dormitory buildings at Penn Field were also converted to light industrial use including a woodworking
facility. The ca. 1931 two-story brick building now known as Your Living Room at the northwest corner
of Riverside Drive and South Congress Avenue contained both commercial and industrial uses. In 1931,
it housed the offices of the Magnolia Petroleum Company and provided auto repair space for Southwest
Body Works.

Industrial building at 3800

Industrial building at 1321

Penn Field

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

AHC
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GOVERNMENTAL PROPERTIES:
Governmental buildings include offices, fire stations, and libraries. The common quality unifying
this group is the use of the structure as a public, non-educational city, county, state, or federal office.
Government buildings built before 1940 tend to be of substantial construction, utilizing masonry, and
incorporating some amount of stylistic ornamentation. These buildings are conspicuously located near
the heart of a community's business district, often serving as a significant component of the community's
core.
Very few government buildings are located in all of South Austin but one of the most noteworthy is
the Fire Station, originally known as Firehouse No. 6. Designed by Edwin Kreisle in 1932, it displays the
Tudor Revival design elements of other Austin fire stations of its period. Tudor Revival was an
extremely popular style particularly for residential architecture throughout the nation during the late
1920’s and 1930’s, but it was also seen in small-scale institutional and civic uses, often in a residential
setting. Firehouse No. 6 is one of the project area’s architect-designed buildings and is a rare and
excellent example of a historic governmental building on South Congress Avenue.
Early postal stations in Texas were often located in mercantile businesses and the local storeowner
served as postal clerk. As communities grew and postal service expanded, the need for postal substations
in larger communities became apparent. On South Congress Avenue, a postal substation was set up in the
2-story commercial building at 1202 South Congress and later moved to a 1-story commercial building at
1714-1716 South Congress Avenue. A new post office was built in 1999 at 3903 South Congress
Avenue.

Fire Station at 1705

1714-1716

Post Ofice

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

MMA-2003

LANDSCAPING PROPERTIES:
Landscaping includes the many magnificent Live Oak trees, planted vegetation, street lighting, street
furniture such as benches, fences, retaining walls, lighting and utility poles.
Live Oak trees, some
centuries old, dot the corridor and occur in stands where space allows. North of Oltorf Street there is
continuous highway lighting installed in the 1950's on both sides of the avenue. Utility poles occur
primarily on the west side of the avenue south of Oltorf Street. Retaining walls also occur primarily south
of Oltorf where the terrain drops off to the west and rises to the east. Institutions lie on the east side with
buildings high on hillsides away from the avenue and pastoral landscapes that meet the avenue with
stands of live oak trees. Street furniture consists of standard Capital Metro benches, trashcans and a few
shelters.
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South Congress Streetlights

Powerlines south of Oltorf

Bus Stop at Cumberland

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

MMA-2003

TRANSPORTATION-RELATED PROPERTIES:
Transportation-related properties include air, water, pedestrian, rail and road-related resources. South
Congress retains its 120' width and, although the dirt road has been paved and curbed, its width and
unobstructed view of the capitol remain historically significant. Transportation-related properties along
South Congress Avenue include the road itself, the former streetcar line, bridges and sidewalks. South of
Oltorf lies only the roadway with some new sidewalks and bike lanes from a recent improvement project.

Old Trolley Lines

Bouldin Bridge

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

15’ Sidewalk at
Monroe Segment

Sidewalk/Bikelane
Havana Segment

MMA-2002

MMA-2003

SUMMARY:
Of the 74 historic period properties surveyed in the project area, the majority are one- and two-part
masonry commercial buildings, but there are also service stations, restaurants, a theater and a drive-in
restaurant. Domestic properties, which include single-family houses, motels and tourist courts, account
for the second largest number of historic resources in the South Congress project area. Government
properties are represented by a single resource: Firehouse No. 6 (ca. 1932). While a number of
institutional properties lie near the South Congress Avenue project corridor, only two located at St.
Edward's University were included in the survey. A single industrial property built by Wesley Pearson to
manufacture boat seat covers lies in the project area. However the two-part commercial building now
known as Your Living Room, in the Riverside segment, once housed small manufacturing enterprises
including a luggage factory and the military complex at Penn Field was converted to manufacturing use
following World War I.
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ATTRIBUTES BY SEGMENT
The South Austin Project Area has been organized by segments whose properties seem to have a
distinctive character that differentiates them from the others. The character of an individual segment may
be attributed to its topography, historic and present uses, landscaping, and its distinctive property types.

RIVERSIDE SEGMENT:
Prone to periodic flooding, the Riverside segment historically featured only marginal development,
including a stockyard and a trailer park, until 1940 when the Tom Miller dam was completed. Despite its
historical lack of development, the Riverside segment is significant as the juncture at which South Austin
is connected to downtown Austin. The focal point in the segment is the grand view of the state capitol
building. Approaching the city from the south, one views the capitol over the tops of buildings in this
segment. The road then descends past Bouldin Creek and the capitol momentarily drops out of sight, only
to reappear again as the road rises to meet the bridge. Even now, the Riverside area remains the lowest
point in the South Congress Avenue corridor.
Traditionally, the Riverside segment was a crossroads where travelers could head south toward San
Antonio, cross the bridge over the Colorado to downtown Austin, or turn to travel east or west along
Riverside Drive or Barton Springs Road. Befitting its role as a crossroads, most of the properties in the
segment historically catered to travelers. Of about 20 properties scattered along South Congress in the
Riverside segment in 1935, all but two were commercial buildings; five were filling stations and one was
a tourist court. Filling stations occupied all four corners at South Congress Avenue and Riverside and a
fifth service station lay at the southwest corner of Barton Springs and Riverside. Only one historic
property, a furniture store currently known as Your Living Room at 220 South Congress, survives in the
Riverside segment. Originally built as an auto body repair shop, it is atypical of historic structures in this
segment because it is multi-storied and of masonry construction, and because its use has been other than
travel-oriented for most of its history.

Gulf Station at Riverside
Dr. c. 1931

View of the Capitol from
Riverside Dr.

AHC-PICA 20583

MMA-2002

The Tropic at 220
MMA-2002

At the same time the new Austin Dam was under construction in the 1930s, South Congress Avenue
was paved, improving conditions for permanent construction in the Riverside segment. Although the type
of construction changed from wood frame buildings to more solid masonry structures, the uses did not
change. In the 1950s, the same area from Bouldin Creek south to the Tropic furniture store at the
northwest corner of Riverside and South Congress, was dominated by auto-related businesses including
an auto paint and body shop, a used auto lot, a muffler shop and seven filling stations. In addition, there
were three restaurants including the Tower restaurant and bowling alley and the Night Hawk Restaurant
in this segment. Its character was entirely commercial – of some 22 separate addresses, none were
residential – with the majority being restaurants and service stations. Although densely developed, the
segment was characterized by one-story, detached businesses with ample side and rear parking.
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Restaurants and other commercial buildings generally were freestanding and fronted directly onto the
street with ample parking to the side or rear. In contrast, filling stations generally had front-facing service
bays. Riverside Drive and Barton Springs Road intersected South Congress at odd angles, creating pieshaped corner lots. Of eight such corner lots, six contained service stations in the 1950s. Numerous large
pole signs, billboards, and building signs competed for attention, but the buildings themselves were cleanlined and modern looking.

South Congress Ave.
Barton Springs Rd.
Riverside Dr.

Buildings and Signs
Segment c. 1950

in

the

Riverside

Aerial of Riverside Segment 1959
TXDoT

AHC-AS-61-31073-8

Although many new buildings have replaced those in existence in the 1950s, the segment's busy
character survives and still has some of the same uses; hotels, restaurants and service stations. Drive-in
banks add to the mix. Historic buildings in the segment were generally one-story in height with the
exception of the former M-V Manufacturing Plant and the Tower restaurant (demolished). Today,
however, tall modern buildings set the tone for the west side of the street. The Austin American
Statesman and Texas Department of Transportation campuses occupy nearly all of the land on the east
side of South Congress but the buildings are set back far from the street and have little visual impact. In
particular, the grounds of the Statesman convey a pastoral sense similar in some respects to those at the
School for the Deaf and Fulmore Middle School, in the Monroe segment, and St. Edward's University in
the Havana Segment. The effect is one of imbalance as the east side is essentially low scale at the street
level, while the west side of South Congress Avenue in the Riverside Segment juts skyward with its tall
buildings crowding one another for space.

Hotels in
Segment

the

Riverside

MMA-2002

Stair to Bat Viewing Area
at the foot of the Bridge

Storefront at 220
MMA-2002

MMA-2002

MONROE SEGMENT:
The Monroe segment has the most cohesive collection of historic properties in the South Congress
Avenue corridor. Because it retains many of its first- and second-generation residential and commercial
resources, the Monroe segment conveys the strongest sense of history among the six South Congress
Avenue segments. Historic properties in the segment include 38 commercial buildings – seven two-part
commercial buildings, 28 one-part commercial buildings, two service stations and a drive-in restaurant.
One-part commercial buildings dominate the streetscape. Most are packed into a three-block shopping
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venue in the 1200-1500 blocks of South Congress Avenue. Three of these commercial buildings are
potentially eligible for individual listing in the National Register of Historic Places and are designated as
high priority properties. They are 1202, 1204, and 1500 South Congress Avenue. Sixteen are medium
preservation priorities and would contribute to a potential historic district in this area.

Streetscape on west side of South Congress Ave. from the 1700 block north toward the Capitol
MMA-2002

In addition to its commercial building stock, the Monroe segment also contains the largest number of
historic domestic properties in the project area; five single-family houses, a motel and a tourist court lie
within this segment. Four of the five houses built for single-family use have high preservation priorities
and are potentially eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. The fifth is a good
example of a Craftsman-influenced bungalow and is a medium preservation priority. A single
governmental property, the fire station, lies at 1705 South Congress. It is a high preservation priority and
assessed as individually eligible for listing in the National Register.
The Monroe segment developed from farmland to residential and commercial use relatively early in
the history of South Congress Avenue. It was a particularly good location for commercial development;
it was on the main highway between Austin and San Antonio, it was close to the ferry crossing over the
Colorado, and it was on high ground and not subject to flooding. There may have been earlier properties
in the Riverside segment, including those related to the ferry, but most likely repeated flooding washed
them away and the only surviving historic property in that segment dates to the 1930s when the dam was
built. In contrast, the Monroe segment retains three late-19th century buildings, including the1892 Eck
Store and ten buildings built between 1900 and 1929.

1200 Block c. 1920

Caldwell’s Service c. 1928

AHC-CO0494

Gossip-Weekly

At the turn of the 20th century, the Monroe segment (between Nellie Street on the north and Mary
Street on the south) contained nine stores, a warehouse, a gristmill, a blacksmith shop and a livery stable.
At least fifteen single-family houses were scattered among the commercial buildings and a fire hose
station stood on the east side of Congress in the block between James and Gibson Streets. Although there
was mixed residential and commercial use, the blocks closest to the river and on the west side of South
Congress – between Nellie and Milton – were predominantly commercial. Ten freestanding commercial
buildings fronted onto South Congress Avenue in this area. As is true today, there was a mixture of 1and 2-story commercial buildings. The Eck General Store, the warehouse, and the livery stable were all
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2-story buildings while the rest were 1-story frame stores. Also like today, the commercial buildings had
little or no setback from the street. Historic photographs show that individual stores featured wooden
sidewalks and awnings across the fronts of their buildings. One noteworthy difference between the turn of
the century and later commercial properties is that the earlier buildings were all freestanding; stores did
not share walls or abut one another and there were no continuous sidewalks. As travel increased on the
highway in the early 20th century, business and store buildings would be built or rebuilt as masonry
structures and create commercial "street walls" of continuous abutting structures.
During the same period, single-family houses predominated on the east side of South Congress, from
Gibson Street to Mary Street. Only one small store stood among them at the northeast corner of Monroe
and South Congress. Four houses on the west side of the street were scattered among the commercial
buildings while the remaining two houses on that side occupied the block between Milton and Mary
Streets. Photographs, Sanborn maps, and surviving examples show that the housing stock consisted
primarily of 1-story frame houses with full or inset partial porches supported by turned porch posts with
decorative brackets. Some had bay windows. They occupied large lots; most blocks had only one or two
houses per blockface. In contrast to the commercial buildings, all of the houses were set well back from
the street and appear to have had front yards. A historic photograph shows a jigsawn wooden picket
fence separating the house at 1701 South Congress Avenue (between Milton and Mary streets,
demolished) from the street.
Only two 19th century dwellings survive in the Monroe segment. Part of the Bergen-Todd House at
1403 South Congress was built in 1877 and remodeled to its present appearance in 1894. Its neighbor at
1401 South Congress Avenue dates to about l895. Both houses are late Victorian dwellings with
decorative porch posts and fish scale shingles and other highly ornamental details characteristic of Queen
Anne design. There are similar houses across the street and in the surrounding neighborhoods. Most
were demolished or moved – some to the back of the lot – to make way for commercial development as
traffic and trade increased in the 1920s and 1930s.

House at 1401

Bergen-Todd House at 1403

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

By the 1920s, the Congress Avenue Bridge had been completed, a streetcar line along South
Congress Avenue was in operation, and automobiles were becoming more common. All of these factors
made it easier to commute from South Austin to the downtown business district and South Austin
development increased accordingly. Much of the residential stock present in 1900 remained intact and
new houses were added in the gaps between them. Large residential lots, particularly between Monroe
and Mary, were subdivided to accommodate the new houses. Where fifteen houses stood between Nellie
and Mary streets in 1900, twenty-five were in place by 1922. The east side of South Congress was almost
entirely residential in character; in the eight blocks between Gibson and Live Oak streets there was only
one small store. Twenty-one of the properties on the west side of the avenue were commercial buildings
but there were also fourteen houses scattered among them. Nearly all of the properties, residential and
commercial, addressed the avenue although they had different setbacks. The commercial buildings all
fronted directly onto South Congress. Houses throughout the segment were set back from the street but
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the distance varied. Older properties tended to have inconsistent but slightly deeper setback from the
street than the properties built after 1900.
Architectural styles had changed by the 1910s; Craftsman-influenced bungalows and Prairie School
houses were more popular than the older Victorian-era cottages with their gingerbread trim. Despite the
change in architectural tastes, the new houses were fairly similar to the older homes in size, massing and
materials. Most were 1-story frame houses with gabled or hipped roofs and inset partial or full-façade
porches. They followed the established setback for residential construction on the street. The only
surviving 2-story house built after the turn of the century is a Prairie School-influenced American
Foursquare at 907 South Congress. It was also one of the few houses built north of Nellie Street, a
sparsely settled area in the Monroe segment. Several Craftsman-influenced bungalows, including a
pristine example at 2004 South Congress, date to the 1920s.

Foursquare at 907

Bungalow at 2004

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

Commercial development had likewise increased in the Monroe segment between 1900 and 1922.
According to the 1922 Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, the number of commercial properties – twenty-five
– equaled the number of houses in the Monroe segment between Nellie and Live Oak streets. Most of the
new commercial development was concentrated in a two-and-a-half block node on the west side of South
Congress between the gristmill at Elizabeth Street and Caldwell's market on Milton. No new business
buildings appear to have been built on the east side of the street since 1900. However, nearly every block
had a store of some type. In addition to the new commercial buildings, some of the older ones had been
altered, removed or replaced, probably in response to changing use. For instance, the livery stable shown
on the 1900 Sanborn map was outdated by the 1920s, a fact reflected in the vacant lot shown on the 1922
map.
By the mid-1930s, more commercial construction was taking place in the part of the Monroe
segment. Commercial buildings dominated the street north of Annie, on the west side, and north of
Gibson on the east. The character of the commercial buildings had also changed. In the busiest
commercial blocks nearly all of the lots were covered. Between Milton and Elizabeth the entire western
blockface was filled with commercial buildings fronting directly onto the street. In 1935, the southern
section of the street – from Annie south to Live Oak on the west and from Gibson to Live Oak on the east
– remained almost entirely residential in character. Full blocks of houses fronted the avenue on the east
side while housing was more scattered on the west side. Domestic properties ranged from late Victorianera cottages to bungalows. They shared a uniform setback from the avenue and nearly all had front
porches. One new addition to the Domestic property type on South Congress was Lacy Court tourist
court at 1905 South Congress. It was one of what would become many tourist courts and motels
throughout the South Congress Avenue corridor.
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Lacy Court on South Congress Ave. from
1935 Sanborn Map

Don Mar and Riley’s Motel on South
Congress Ave. from 1959 Sanborn Map

Austin Public Library

Austin Public Library

Further commercialization occurred on the avenue in the 1930s and 1940s and by 1959 the domestic
flavor of the southern section had largely been eroded. Seven houses stood on the west side of the
avenue between Annie and Live Oak streets in 1935 but only four remained in 1959. The change was
more radical on the east side of the street; where there were once nineteen houses on residential lots
between Elizabeth and Live Oak in 1935, there were only six surviving in 1959, and several of those were
used for other purposes such as a church and a nursery. One entire block of four houses between Monroe
and Milton had been removed. Many of the single-family houses had been replaced by tourist courts on
the east side of the avenue.
In recent years, the Monroe segment has become a mecca for artists, specialty shops, antique dealers
and vintage clothiers attracting hundreds of shoppers on weekends. Most of the retail activity is
concentrated in the 1500-1700 blocks of South Congress Avenue, which is also noteworthy for its historic
flavor. This area includes nearly continuous sidewalks extending the entire 15' width of the
pedestrianway. The number, quality and density of medium and high preservation priority properties in
the Monroe segment sets it apart from the other segments. A section on the west side of South Congress,
starting with Guero's restaurant, a former grist mill at 1412 South Congress, and continuing through the
1700 block may be a potential National Register district due to its cohesive concentration of historic
commercial properties.

Guero’s at 1412

Rue’s at 1500

Woodland Building at 1706

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

LIVE OAK SEGMENT:
In the mid-1930s, before the road was straightened and part of College Avenue removed, only a
single house fronted onto South Congress in the Live Oak segment. The turn-of-the century frame house
was similar to the Victorian-era dwellings in the Monroe segment but at the time it was built, and until the
mid-1930s, the Live Oak segment was literally in the country although nearby subdivisions were
beginning to encroach on the rural landscape. The house itself was associated with a dairy and was set far
back from the South Congress Avenue. By 1935, however, there were two filling stations, an auto repair
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shop and a small store located at the jog where Live Oak met the South Congress Avenue, built, no doubt,
in response to the increase in automobile traffic coming into the city. Several houses on College Street
were lost when the road was straightened. The new configuration of South Congress between Live Oak
and Oltorf led past several bungalows but more significantly, past five or six stores, several restaurants,
and four filling stations. There was also a trailer park and trailer sales office in the segment. This section
of the road had gradually transformed from a pastoral setting on the far edge of town in the 1930s to a
busy crossroads catering primarily to automobile traffic.
The Live Oak segment retains a variety of historic properties: two houses, a tourist court, a theater
and three one-part commercial buildings. By virtue of its size and design, the old Austin Theater is the
most noticeable building in the segment and after several years of lying vacant, it may once again become
a venue for theater or the arts. Although it has been altered since its construction in 1939, it is a
community landmark and is ranked as a high preservation priority. The 1938 tourist court at 2109 South
Congress and a ca. 1923 Airplane bungalow are also high preservation priorities in the Live Oak segment.

Austin Theater at 2130

Don Mar Motel at 2109

Airplane Bungalow at 2116

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

MMA 2002

Further away from downtown Austin, the Live Oak segment developed later than the Monroe and
Riverside segments. No extant commercial buildings were built before 1938. When the segment began
to develop, however, the type of construction reflected the influence of the automobile. Historically, this
area had a number of drive-in restaurants including the famous Pig Stand between College and Post Road
that catered to the automobile and the rise of fast food. A trailer park and trailer sales business sprang up
as more Americans took to the road.

Tree House Restaurant at 2201

Austin Island Park

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

While a variety of historic and nonhistoric properties line the street in the Live Oak node, the most
outstanding properties of the segment are Landscaping elements; the many old live oaks themselves. In
fact, a Live Oak marks the beginning of the promenade to the capitol. When the road was being paved in
1930, the city council directed staff to straighten the road at Live Oak. A small park, Austin Island Park
was created in the process with a huge live oak tree at its center.
The Live Oak Segment has only a handful of pre-1960 buildings but numerous mature live oak trees
that should be protected and whose presence should be enhanced. The Live Oak segment’s street
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elements should provide a transition between the Monroe segment and the automobile-dominated modern
character of the southern portion of South Congress Avenue.

OLTORF SEGMENT:
All five of the extant historic properties in the Oltorf segment were built after World War II, with the
notable exception of the Walter Tips House at 2336 South Congress which was moved to the site in 1975.
Until the 1930s, South Congress south of Oltorf Road was known as the Post Road or the Austin-San
Antonio Road. At this point in the road, it was a rural country road that – after a jog north of Oltorf – led
into the capital city via South Congress. Unlike the northern segments of South Congress, the Oltorf
segment of the Post Road was not platted for standard commercial and domestic use but had large,
oversized deep lots. Motels and tourist courts sprang up on these lots after the war to serve travelers en
route to San Antonio or Austin. They were able to spread out with multiple cabins and interior parking
lots on the large lots. By 1959, there were seven motels strung out on the west side of South Congress in
the Oltorf segment. Scattered between them were a handful of domestic properties, nearly all of which are
gone now. Compared with the northern segments there was a lot of open space between properties. Most
of the road in this segment remained semi-rural until after World War II.

Tips House at 2336

Former Acorn Lodge at 2530

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

Beginning in the mid-1950s, the Oltorf segment of South Congress became home to some of Austin's
first modern shopping centers. In 1954 Odas Jung had Twin Oaks built as a community center – the
phrase "shopping center" hadn't solidified into the lexicon yet. Twin Oaks is brick, flat-roofed and has
long, shaded walkways. In 1957, a similar complex, the Oltorf Shopping Center – now an HEB grocery
store – was erected at the southwest corner of Oltorf and South Congress. Another large shopping center
lies across the street to the east. These stores represent the advent of the huge, super-sprawled shopping
centers on multi-acre parcels that are now ubiquitous in cities all across the country. These centers create
an auto-dominated zone unlike the auto-oriented yet small-scaled uses of the 1930's and 1940's. Their
sprawling one-story buildings surrounded by a sea of parking and set back far from the street create an
atmosphere that is more amenable to the automobile than to the pedestrian. Any amenities have been
located interior to the site and against the front building wall. Power lines, placed along the roadway in
both directions add an element of clutter not present in the northern segments where power lines are
located in alleys at the back of properties. Large signs, a lack of vegetation and heavy cross traffic further
compromise pedestrian comfort at this segment.

Twin Oaks Center at 2315

Twin Oaks Walkway

HEB Grocery 2400

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

MMA 2002
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HAVANA SEGMENT:
The Havana segment was literally out in the country until after World War II. Live Oak Street
marked the city limits and the main attraction was St. Edward's University that occupied the entire east
side of the segment. Historically, St. Edward's campus consisted of a broad expanse of open space dotted
with Live Oak trees and dominated by multi-story, Gothic Revival masonry buildings. The main building
stood atop a hill with other buildings, including Holy Cross Hall, clustered around it. Classroom and
other buildings were set back as far as 300 feet from the road edge so passersby would have seen only the
campus landscape. Through the early 20th century, St. Edward's University was the only significant
development in the Havana Segment.

Streetscape in Havana Segment

St. Edward’s Holy Cross Hall at 3001

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

Land on what is now the west side of South Congress Avenue was likely farmland until the 1920s
before Congress Avenue was straightened and buildings started appearing on the street. Lots were not
platted in any uniform manner. They were odd-sized; some were small residential lots while others were
large square, rectangular and L-shaped tracts that contained multiple properties. The southern end of the
segment developed first and several 1920s Craftsman-influenced bungalows date to that period. As the
gateway to Austin and possibly due to the proximity to St. Edward’s University, a number of tourist
businesses including motels and restaurants appeared in the Havana segment. By 1959, the southern end
of the Havana Segment was crowded with motels, small frame houses, a veterinary clinic and animal
pens. The north end of the segment developed a little later and was less dense than the south end. In
1959, the section north of Havana Street – the long block between Havana and Cumberland – housed four
tourist courts/motels, two restaurants, three filling stations, a store and a welding shop. It was quite a
contrast to the pastoral setting of St. Edward's campus with its imposing masonry structures.
Nearly all of the west side properties were 1-story frame buildings but they shared few architectural
or functional characteristics; two of the historic buildings were Craftsman-influenced bungalows, one was
an Art Deco veterinary clinic, another was a Spanish Colonial Revival dwelling. The small scale
detached tourist cabins in this segment featured minimal decoration and they displayed no uniformity of
plan; one had two rows of facing cabins, one was in a horseshoe shape and yet another had a row of
cabins set back from but facing the street. Except for the tourist courts, properties addressed the street but
the setback was irregular along the entire segment. Units in tourist courts and motels in this segment
either faced one another or were strung out in a line to the west; in most cases an office or restaurant
associated with the courts fronted onto the street with a sign to attract customers.

Oak Trailer Park at 2728

Bungalow at 3102

Veterinary Clinic at 3300

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

MMA-2002
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In general, properties in the Havana segment have little relationship with one another, architecturally
or historically. St. Edward's University was developed on its own on the east side of the segment. Its
presence on the street is its campus landscape. In contrast, the west side of the street is lined with
unrelated buildings with different setbacks and uses reflecting the unplanned development that occurred
over time on a property-by-property basis. Several of these buildings sit close to the street line apparently
due to the terrain that drops away from South Congress Avenue to the west.

Former Trek Motel at 3100

El Gallo at 2910

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

St. Edward's Main Building and Holy Cross Hall, both classified as Institutional (Educational)
Properties, were surveyed as part of this project. They are the only designated High Priority sites in the
Havana segment. Among the remaining properties are several bungalows, a motel (Trek Motel, 1956),
and an altered Art Deco animal clinic (1951). The Oak Park Trailer Park (1951) also lies within this
segment. Overall, the segment is a scattering of small houses, motels, motor courts, trailer parks, and
service establishments including the 1957 El Gallo restaurant. Again, live oak trees are spaced throughout
this segment and have a more notable presence on the eastern or St. Edward's University side of the street.
As is the case elsewhere along the avenue, notably in the Riverside segment, there is a sharp distortion
between the pastoral setting of S. Edward’s University campus on the east side of the street and the
smattering of unrelated buildings lining the west side of the avenue.

BEN WHITE SEGMENT:
The Ben White Segment is dominated by Penn Field, a World War I-era military training school that
occupies the east side of South Congress Avenue. Penn Field was a World War I flight training field and
radio school that was built in 1918 to accommodate 1,100 servicemen. Three large two-story brick
barracks and classroom buildings with two-story galleries were built on the site. A 140,000 square foot
warehouse building stood at the center of the complex.
Construction was at least partly funded by the City of Austin and it was felt that brick buildings
would be a better investment for use as an industrial site after the war. The school was only in operation
18 days before it was decommissioned with the Armistice, November 11, 1918. The property became
home to the Woodward Truck Body Company that made wooden truck bodies for Ford trucks. After a
tornado struck the facility in 1923, it was rebuilt as Woodward Furniture Factory. Because it was used by
the military for only a brief time and has served as an industrial facility for most of its history, Penn Field
is classified as an Industrial Property.
Penn Field is set well back from the road and natural landscaping, including mature live oak trees,
buffers the field from South Congress Avenue. As a result, its built features have little visual impact on
the avenue. Only the water tower with the words “Penn Field” emblazoned on the side and a small
roadside sign announce the industrial park’s presence. The almost rural character of the east side of the
segment reflects the distance from downtown Austin and the industrial campus that has occupied the site
since World War I.
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Penn Field at 3601

Penn Field

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

Historic properties on the west side of South Congress Avenue include a freestanding 1-part
commercial building, another industrial property – the Wesley Pearson Manufacturing Company – and a
motel and a restaurant. The Wesley Pearson Manufacturing Company at 3820 South Congress is a large,
two-story building built in 1957 to make boat seat covers. The building has high, multi-light windows to
illuminate the working operations. Otherwise it is a utilitarian structure. The Bel Air Motel includes
what were once three separate entities: a steakhouse restaurant, a package liquor store, and the Oxford
Cottages. It is now a motel and pawnshop. The motel is set back from the road, and its presence is
marked by a freestanding neon sign on the highway. Like other motels, gas stations and restaurants along
South Congress, the Bel Air reflects the avenue’s transportation-related history: providing food and
lodging to travelers in and out of the capital city.

Bel Air Motel at 3400

Bel Air Doorway

MMA-2002

MMA-2002

Streetscape at Ben White
Segment
MMA-2003

The Ben White segment has remained sparsely developed to the present. As a result, it has few
historic properties. As late as 1959, only one block of the segment – between Woodward and Alpine –
was represented in Sanborn Fire Insurance maps. Of the historic properties in the segment, only one –
Penn Field – was built before 1950. The other four historic properties in the segment were built after
1950, at the end of the historic period. All of the historic properties are separate entities and have no
physical relationship to one another. As a result, there is little sense of history preserved in the
streetscape of the Ben White segment.
The terrain plays a part in the character of the street. After crossing Ben White Boulevard, the view
of downtown begins to show as the roadway winds with East Bouldin Creek between the hills of the
Dawson neighborhood on the west and the hills of Penn Field on the east. Live Oak trees still appear on
both sides of the street. With few curb cuts on the east, traffic moves relatively fast on its descent into the
central city.
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UNIFYING FEATURES
Unifying features of the entire South Congress Avenue corridor are primarily its natural features,
most notably its live oak trees. Its width, 100 feet in the southern segments that increases to 120' north of
Live Oak Street allows views and vistas of downtown. At Live Oak Street begins the most dramatic view
of the state capitol building in the city. The collection of historic structures in the Monroe Segment,
unified into street walls, has encouraged a revival of retail, restaurants and entertainment uses in the area.
Examples of this revival are evident throughout the corridor.

View from Monroe Segment

View from Ben White Segment

MMA-2002

MMA-2002
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Exhibit 1

E XHIBIT 1
HISTORIC PROPERTIES SURVEY SUMMARY:
Reconnaissance Survey Scope:
Surviving buildings and signs 1960 and earlier adjacent to South Congress Avenue from the
Colorado River to Ben White Boulevard.
Survey Documentation:
Survey form documenting characteristics of the property and one or more black and white
overview photos of the property.
A total of 74 properties were surveyed. They include the following property types:

Property Type
Commercial – 1 pt
Domestic
Commercial – 2 pt
Motel/Tourist Ct./Trailer Pk.
Military/Gov./Edu./Indus.
Theater/Drive-in/Service Sta.
Total by Road Segment

Riverside
1
1

Monroe
28
6
7
2
1
3
47

Live
Oak
4
2
1
1
8

Oltorf
3
2
5

Havana
1
3
2
2
8

Ben
White
1
2
2
5

Total
by Type

37
13

8
7
5
4
74

Dates of construction indicate concentration of historic resources by road segment:

Date of Construction
pre-1900
1900 – 1909
1910 – 1919
1920 – 1929
1930 – 1939
1940 – 1949
1950 – 1959
Total by Road Segment

Riverside
1
1

Monroe
3
2
3
5
19
9
6
47

Live
Oak
2
2
2
2
8

Oltorf
1
2
2
5

Havana
2
2
4
8

Ben Total by Date
White of Construction
4
4
1
4
9
22
13
4
18
5
74
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Exhibit 2

E XHIBIT 2
LAND USE CHART:
1909-1910

1930-1931

1952

9
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
7
2
3
2
5
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

11
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
14
12
2
6
8
21
1
9
0
0
1
0
1
0
5
1
1
0
0
1
3
1
1
5
1
2
9
2
8
4
1
1

@ Live Oak

@ La Prelle

@ Woodward

0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
1
2

0
0
0
0
8

Inside City Limits
Grocery/General Stores
Blacksmiths
Bakers
Feed
Livery
Meat Markets
Saloons
Wood Sellers
Cement Conbtractors
Horse/Mule Dealers
Stock Dealers
Restaurants
Gas Stations
Drug Stores
Barber/Beauty Shops
Cleaners
Tourists Camps
Auto Repair Shops
Building Materials
Monument Companies
Sand and Gravel
Publishers
Photographers
Funerals
Hatcheries
Furniture Stores
Ice Cream Shops
Churches
Shoe Repair Shops
Ice Dealers
Film Distributors
Used Car Dealers
Insurance Companies
Bowling Allies
Equipment Sellers
Engineers
Liquor Stores
Specialty Shops
Banks
Real Estate Companies
Doctors
Veteranarians
Lawyers
Outside City Limits
Restaurants
Dairies
Inns
Tourist Camps
Factories
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Design Guidelines
Purpose

INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
The streetscape guidelines have been developed through a process that originates with historic
research. That research provides the historical knowledge through photos of the visual history of the
South Congress Avenue. From this visual history we can analyze the attributes that have visually affected
the Avenue over time, and based on those attribute, develop guidelines intended to preserve and enhance
the visual history and character of the corridor as a grand entrance and a punctuated promenade.
South Congress Avenue is one of the most important public spaces in Austin. It has been the most
dramatic gateway to the city since 1877 when J. M. Swisher created Swisher's Addition in south Austin
and dedicated to the public the 120' right-of-way in line with Congress Avenue and the state capitol. This
massive domed structure, 14' taller than the nation's capitol building, is certainly worthy of this grand
approach that Swisher, in his foresight, dedicated to the city and state.

Texas State Capitol c.1940
AHC-CO0491

View of downtown and capitol building 2002.
MMA-2002

These guidelines are intended to provide continuity to the streetscape to enhance the experience and
use of the street. The streetscape elements must be well planned not only to insure that transportation
needs are met but also to recognize and respect the important civic role this space plays for the
community. Its enhancement can improve the daily use of the street for those who live, work and shop
there as well as the enjoyment, safety and comfort of all visitors to the street.
These guidelines recommend materials and designs that are appropriate to the historic, current, and
possible future uses of the public right of way. They will guide public improvements as well as private
development and apply to the entire corridor from the Congress Avenue Bridge to Ben White Boulevard.
Some sections of the guidelines will differ for each roadway segment, accentuating the differences
between the segments. Others will be consistent throughout the corridor, bringing continuity and unity to
the variety of architectural styles and patterns of development fronting the street.
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Street Segments

STREET SEGMENTS
RIVERSIDE SEGMENT has always had tourist
facilities, restaurants, gas stations and business
services but the tall modern buildings now set the
tone for the area. The streetscape should provide a
shady, pleasant connection to Downtown, other
features along Riverside Drive, and South Congress
Avenue.

RIVERSIDE
SEGMENT

MONROE
SEGMENT

MONROE SEGMENT has retained many of it
first and second-generation structures that reflect
both the residential character and dense collection
of pre-1960 commercial buildings. The streetscape
elements should enhance and respect the pre-1960
era.
LIVE OAK SEGMENT has a handful of pre1960 buildings and numerous Live Oak Trees. Its
street elements should preserve and reinforce the
tree-lined character of the street, providing a
transition
between
the
pedestrian-oriented,
commercial character of the Monroe segment and
the auto-dominant, modern character of the
southern portion of South Congress Avenue.

LIVE OAK
SEGMENT

OLTORF SEGMENT has modern, sprawling
shopping centers.
Some are original 1950's
development, but the streetscape offers little to the
pedestrian. Streetscape elements should enhance
pedestrian linkages north and south to anticipate
more pedestrian-oriented development in the future.

OLTORF
SEGMENT

HAVANA
SEGMENT

HAVANA SEGMENT offers a pastoral landscape
dotted with small commercial buildings on the west
and St. Edward's University buildings, set well back
from the street, on the east. Live Oak trees in a
pastoral spacing line both sides of the street.
Streetscape elements should anticipate more
pedestrian-oriented development in the future.
BEN WHITE SEGMENT has modern
commercial buildings and a few older commercial
buildings along with the pastoral landscape of Penn
Field on the East Side. All this is interspersed with
mature Live Oak trees. Streetscape elements should
anticipate more pedestrian-oriented development in
the future.

BEN WHITE
SEGMENT

South Congress Avenue Roadway
Segments from Town Lake south to Ben
White.
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STREET GUIDELINES
STREET DESCRIPTIONS
For 125 years citizens and visitors have used South Congress Avenue as a thoroughfare for local
access as well as a setting for commerce and spontaneous social interaction. These activities and the
buildings needed for them will necessarily continue to grow and develop as the city grows.
The South Congress Avenue streetscape has traditionally been a very straightforward response to its
uses. The street includes roadway paving and striping, sidewalks, extant loading docks, roadway lighting,
signal equipment, directional signage, overhanging trees and sporadic strips of grass or low vegetation
between the sidewalk and curb.

Eck Store with Awning
Entry c. 1900
AHC-PICH 03446

Streetscape at Nellie St.
2002
MMA

Streetscape
at
Segment 2002
MMA

Havana

The South Congress Avenue right-of-way from the Congress Avenue Bridge through Swisher's
Addition to Bartlett Street is 120' wide and includes the 90' paved roadway and a 15' pedestrianway
along each side. The width matches and aligns with the Congress Avenue approach to the capitol
building north of the Congress Avenue Bridge.
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As the Avenue turns at Bartlett Street to connect with the former Post Road, the width reduces to 100'
with approximately 70' of pavement and 15' of pedestrianway on each side. The overall length of the
study area from the Congress Avenue Bridge to Ben White Boulevard is approximately three miles
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Roadway Use

ROADWAY USE
Traditionally, the roadway has been used for:






Viewing Downtown and the Capitol Building.
Pedestrian crossings
Vehicle travel and parking
Traffic signals and lighting
Public transportation - streetcar and bus

VIEWS:
South Congress Avenue provides the best unobstructed view of the State Capitol Building in the city.
The view of the Capitol and of downtown is very dramatic from portions of the South Congress Avenue
Corridor.

GENERAL

GUIDELINES





View north near Milton St. c. 1940
AHC-CO0491





Maintain the 90' Roadway width
and 15' Pedestrianway width of the
street north of Bartlett St.
Maintain the 70' Roadway width
and 15' Pedestrianway width of the
street south of Bartlett St..
Electrical lines that would be
required for light rail development
would be appropriate in the center
of the street.
Maintain the openness of the street
and the space above it.
Maintain the unobstructed view of
the Capitol Building
Maintain the view of downtown that
is available at various points along
the corridor.
Trees are appropriate in the
pedestrian way if placed according
to standard locations (see Plantings).

View from Deaf School c. 1930
AHC-CO2112
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PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS:
Pedestrian crossings are difficult given the width of the right-of-way and distance between signalized
intersections. Although curb extensions are not historical elements, early photos show trolley riders
waiting in the street or track area for the trolley. Obviously, this afforded them not only a view of the
capitol building, but also a view of the approaching trolley. Curb extensions are desireable to enhance
safety of the pedestrians and their experience of the street by shortening the crossing distance and
allowing a safe place to view the capitol building and approaching transit vehicles.

CURB EXTENSIONS

GUIDELINES






Trolley rider c. 1920 south of Nellie St.
AHC-CO0494

Curb extensions are appropriate
where angle or parallel parking is
currently provided.
Seating, historic interpretation, and
other amenities may be provided in
the curb extensions.
North of Live Oak St. curb
extensions should be approximately
17.5 ft. to accommodate existing
angle parking and facilitate getting
off of and on to buses.
North of Live Oak St. curb
extensions should be approximately
8.5 ft. to accommodate parallel
parking or where no curbside
parking exists.

View from typical curb extension space at
1711 S. Congress Ave.
MMA-2002
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Existing Paved
Pedestrianway

Curb Extension with
Reverse-Angle Parking

Curb Extension with
Parallel Parking

Curb Extension with
On-Site Parking

Possible Parking and Tree Layouts in Curb Extensions
MMA-2003
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PARKING:
Parking is provided on the street in portions of the Monroe, Live Oak and Riverside street segments.
The historic buildings in the Monroe segment and other buildings that meet the street line were built
without any off-street parking. The businesses occupying these buildings rely on on-street parking to
serve their customers and maintain a viable business. In order to keep viable commercial uses in place
that will result in the preservation of these buildings, parking must not be reduced but increased and
enhanced. New compatible street wall type development may also benefit from on-street parking.

GENERAL

GUIDELINES




Angle Parking: 1300 Block of South Congress Ave.
MMA-2002






Maintain on-street parking at blocks
where businesses have no onsite
parking.
Consider reverse angle parking to
improve safety while providing
parking.
Curb cuts are not appropriate on
blocks with angle parking.
In the long term, consider
alternatives to street parking such as
shared parking, public-parking
facilities and improved transit
services.
Parallel parking is appropriate
throughout the corridor.
Parallel parking is appropriate for a
block that has limited curb cuts.

Back-In Parking
www.ci.slc.ut.us/transportation/Parking/RAP.htm

Parallel Parking: 1100 & 1300 Blocks of South
Congress Ave.
MMA-2002
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TRAFFIC SIGNALS:
Up until at least 1964, traffic signals were a single fixture with three lights that swung from a wire in
the center of the 120' right-of-way. Today's signals hang on a horizontal bar that is remarkably rigid
across almost half of the roadway. This bar sometimes interferes with the view of the Capitol.

GENERAL

GUIDELINES





Detail of Traffic Light
at Riverside c. 1950’s
AHC-AS-61-31073-8

Current Traffic Light
at Nellie.
MMA-2002

Traffic signal lights should be
similar in design to roadway lights.
Gray metal is acceptable.
The current horizontal arms should
be replaced with a slight arch for
view purposes.
Locate traffic signal arms on
separate poles in the curb extensions
(where available) so they are closer
to the roadway.
Reduce the length of the arm and
lights in the center of the road if
possible to enhance the view to the
capitol.

BIKE LANES:
Bike lanes are a modern roadway use. As Austin encourages alternative forms of transportation, safe
bike lanes and paths have become increasingly important.

GENERAL

GUIDELINES




Bike Lane south of Oltorf in Havana Segment
MMA-2002



At any location with parallel
parking, bike lanes should be placed
between the parked cars and the
moving traffic.
At locations without on-street
parking, bike lanes are appropriate
next to the curb.
Bike lanes are neither safe nor
appropriate where there is head-in
angle parking.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:
Bicycle Lane with Back-In Parking (Salt Lake City)
www.ci.slc.ut.us/transportation/Parking/RAP.htm
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:
Trolley service was provided in the center of the avenue from 1910 until the early 1930's. Trolleys
were removed in the 1930's and bus service began in the 1940's. Today, the most heavily traveled bus
route, the No.1 (N. Lamar/South Congress), travels across Austin on the old Highway 2/U. S. Route 81
alignment that includes South Congress and Guadalupe to Lamar Blvd.

BUS AND TROLLEY SERVICES

GUIDELINES



Trolley at Austin Island Park
MMA-2002





Bus
service
should
be
accommodated at the roadway edges
or in dedicated center lanes with a
center platform (see Bus Stops p.
22, 30).
'Dillo trolleys are an appropriatelyscaled vehicle to serve the South
Congress Avenue corridor from
downtown.
Enhanced transportation modes such
as light rail could be accommodated
in the center of the Avenue if
infrastructure is minimal and does
not obstruct the view of the Capitol
Building.
Encourage ridership by improving
bus stop facilities.

Bus Route No. 1 on South Congress Ave.
MMA-2002
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PEDESTRIANWAY USE
Traditionally, the pedestrianway has been used for:






Pedestrian travel
Street lighting, directional signage
Utilities - power poles and lines, storm drains, in-ground meters/meter covers, above ground gas
meters and fire plugs.
Merchandise display in the Monroe segment (Eck Store and Crawford Feed Store)
Spontaneous social interaction.

Merchants in the Monroe segment continue this tradition by displaying goods on the sidewalk.

PEDESTRIANWAY ZONES:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES








Define three distinct zones in the
pedestrianway to designate space for
various public and private uses (see
diagram below).
Enhance opportunities for social
improving
the
interaction
by
pedestrianway and its amenities.
Improve sidewalk safety and alignment
by designating walking zones.
Improve coordination of amenities that
are placed in the pedestrianway by
designating an amenity zone and
establishing a predictable pattern for
placement of amenities within the area.
Proposed Pedestrianway Zones:

Sidewalks found on South Congress Ave.
Top – fully paved pedestrianway
Center – 6’ sidewalk with landscaped amenity zone
Bottom – Curbside sidewalk
MMA-2003
U
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ENTRY ZONE: 2’-5’ adjacent to property line

GUIDELINES




Note gas meter encroachment into the “Entry Zone”
MMA-2002






Merchandise display and seating are
appropriate within the front 2'-5' of
business establishments where
 the building sits at the street
line.
 there is an accessible sidewalk
space at least 6' wide beyond the
display area.
 items displayed are only out
during business hours.
Building
owners
should
be
encouraged to provide awning cover
to the Entry Zone. (see “Awnings”)
Relocate
aboveground
utility
equipment, such as gas meters, to
side or rear of building when
possible to avoid interference with
pedestrian movement and safety.
Signs or other items fixed to the
building should not project beyond
the property line in the area below
the awning or below a height of 8'
except as noted in the sign
guidelines.
Bus stop amenities may extend into
the entry zone in areas where
buildings are setback from the
property line.
Pavement unique to the property or
building may be used in the 2'
adjacent to the property line.

Unique Paving at “Entry Zone”
MMA-2002
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WALKING ZONE: 6’ minimum adjacent to the entry zone





Bus Stop Blocking the “Walking Zone”
MMA-2003

Maintain a clear, unobstructed zone
dedicated solely to pedestrians.
Visually define by using a standard
scored
6'
concrete
sidewalk
throughout the corridor.
Establish a continuous pedestrian
zone that is consistent from block to
block.
At minimum, this zone
should be uniform for at least the
length of one block and should not
be offset by more than 2' from block
to block.
No tree grates, special paving or any
portion of sidewalk amenities may
extend into the walking zone.

AMENITY ZONE: 4’ adjacent to curb

GUIDELINES






Bicycle Racks appropriately located in the “Amenity
Zone”
MMA-2003

GUIDELINES






Align amenities in this zone.
Step-out strips 2' wide should be
incorporated where parallel parking
is adjacent to the curb.
If the entire block is developed by
one entity, a special pavement
coordinated with the design of the
building may be used for the stepout strip.
Where there is a grade difference
between the Walking Zone and the
Amenity Zone, provide a distinctive
paving material to differentiate the
sloping area or planters and steps to
take up the grade change.
Locate any aboveground utility
equipment so it will not interfere
with pedestrian safety.
Permit sidewalk signs in the
Amenity Zone where they do not
interfere with pedestrian movement,
vehicle traffic or public fixtures and
amenities. (See “Signs”)
Bus stops should be located in the
Amenity Zone.
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AWNINGS:
Building Awnings – many buildings in the Monroe segment meet the streetline and have an awning
that provides shade to the pedestrian. Many of these awnings extend only 3-4' over the sidewalk.
However, earlier photos indicate that awnings once extended further, 8-10' at a number of locations
(1202, 1522, 1700, 1722, etc.).
These awnings are important to create a comfortable pedestrian space that encourages window
shopping, especially on blocks where street trees are not traditional and not desired by business owners.

GENERAL

GUIDELINES






Awning at Eck Store c. 1900
AHC-PICH 03446



Maintain and/or reconstruct historic
awnings wherever possible where
buildings meet the front property
line.
Extend awnings out 9-10 feet if
historically appropriate to the
building and the street.
Use historic tie-rods or column
supports where historic evidence
exists.
Heights may vary but should be a
minimum of 8' above grade. The
height should be appropriately
proportional to the building design
and should not block building
features or windows that were
originally exposed.
Sidewalk lighting may be provided
in the awning.
Awnings may accommodate signs
and art.



Awning at Eck Store 2002
MMA-2002
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STREETSCAPE ELEMENT GUIDELINES
LIGHTING ALL SEGMENTS
ROADWAY LIGHTING:
South Congress Avenue has been a highway since 1917. Early photos indicate an occasional
downlight on a bracket hanging off of a power pole.(AHC CO2112) The first effort to provide a system of
roadway lighting was the continuous string of "acorn" style lamps that was placed from the north end of
the Congress Avenue Bridge to Oltorf Street (then City limits). These lights were present by 1935 and
were still present as late as 1964. The lamps were placed on cast concrete posts. They were about 15-20'
tall. These lights served both the motorist and pedestrian.. A variation of this light was used on the
Congress Avenue Bridge This was an acorn pendant light with a decorative bracket mounted on a post
that also carried a power line at the top. These fixtures were a dark color. In the Riverside area, gas
stations and other private concerns had shielded metal fixtures on tall thin poles. These sometimes had a
lower bracket that held a sign lit with small directed fixtures.

Left: Light on Power Pole
AHC-CO2112

Acorn Street Lights c. 1940
AHC-CO0491

Center: Light on Bridge c. 1910
AHC-PICA 26634
Right: Acorn Lamp at Lockhart’s Store
AHC-CO5234
The existing tall metal light standards were in place on the Congress Avenue Bridge in the 1950's
while the road served as U. S. Highway 81. A 1955 photo (AHC-Pica 26877) shows both this taller
lighting and the acorn lights.
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The current roadway lighting is similar in design to metal standards and cobra lights that line the old
Highway 2/ U. S. 81 Route that continues up Lavaca/Guadalupe all the way to the confluence of
Guadalupe and N. Lamar. This lighting has tall, tapered simple round metal poles and an arched arm
with a cobra head light. The South Congress Avenue lights are taller – likely due to the width of the
roadway. The lights begin at the intersection of Oltorf and South Congress Avenue and continue to the
north end of the Congress Avenue Bridge. The lights on Congress Avenue were replaced about twenty
years ago with shorter lighting that represents an earlier design. These new lights were intended to
provide for both roadway and pedestrian lighting, although the trees, also planted twenty years ago, now
block much of the light.

Highway Lighting on South Congress Ave.
MMA-2003
The South Congress Avenue lights at 50' high create a "white way" approach to the original City and
the Capitol. Since many of the lights along the north end of Congress Avenue are no longer visible from a
distance, this creates a nearly dark space between the north end of the Bridge and the Capitol – a
dramatic entrance into the City.
The existing South Congress Avenue lights are taller than any trees along the road. This provides
some space between the trees and the lights.
The southern portion of the corridor currently has lighting only on the west side of the avenue. It
consists of cobra head lamps on metal arms attached to the wood utility poles. Lighting and electrical
service must be coordinated with new residential and commercial development in this area. The location
of the utility poles is currently approximately 2' from the property line. New roadway lighting should be
2.5' to 3’ from the curb.
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Existing Roadway Lighting: South Congress Ave.
north of College Ave.
MMA-2003





Proposed Roadway Lighting: South Congress Ave.
south of College Ave.
MMA-2003








Alternative Recommendation: Power and
Light Poles on 11th St.
MMA-2003



Roadway lighting is a unifying
feature and should be consistent in
design, spacing and location for the
entire length of the corridor.
Placement of lighting should be 2.5
to 3 ft. from the curb or 12.5 ft. from
the property line.
Maintain existing roadway lighting
or provide a similar pole and fixture
from Oltorf to the north end of the
Congress Avenue Bridge.
Existing roadway light poles are
roughly 45' tall. Any new lighting
may be lower but should exceed the
height of street trees and mature live
oak trees.
Roadway lighting should be
provided on both sides of the
roadway throughout the corridor as
it is needed.
Roadway lighting should be of a
simple design with a simple tapered
pole capable of carrying a traffic
signal cable or mast arm, and
accessory items such as street signs,
banners, and other functional or
decorative items.
A flat lens head should be used for
replacements and new fixtures to
provide a dark night sky.
Metal Halide light source is
preferred because it has the
perception of emiting more light and
has a better color rendition.
From Oltorf Street to Ben White
Boulevard power lines should be
relocated to the back of the private
property away from the roadway if
possible or buried.
Alternative Recommendation: If
utilities cannot be relocated or
buried, new combination power and
lighting poles may be used similar
to those that carry the utilities above
the lights on E. 11th St. (see photo).
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LIGHTING RIVERSIDE
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING:
To date all lighting provided to South Congress Avenue has been roadway lighting that was intended
to serve pedestrian needs as well as motorists needs. The tall roadway lighting does not serve pedestrians
very well. Where businesses are open at night or maintain lit shop windows, pedestrians have the benefit
of this lighting where buildings abut the sidewalk. In other areas pedestrians are guided by only
occasional sources of sign and building lighting At locations where live oak trees hang over the
sidewalk, no light comes through from the roadway lights.
This segment currently has several buildings that have no street level uses of interest to pedstrians.
However, this area is frequented by tourists and transit riders. The area is the gateway to Congress
Avenue. Additional pedestrian-oriented uses will likely be established in this area in the future making
the provision of pedestrian lighting more important.
While there is only one historic building in the area, the multi-story late 20th Century buildings call
for urban style lighting.

Trees overhanging the sidewalk near the
Congress Avenue Bridge.
MMA-2003
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Possible arrangements for Acorn Lighting on
South Congress Ave.
MMA-2003






Comparison of Traditional, Louvered
Refractive (a more efficient) globe design.
HADCO Co.

and



Pedestrian lighting should be placed
according to priorities such as:
 at each roadway light except
where building lighting is
available.
 between roadway lights.
 at each key intersection.
 at crosswalks.
Where awnings are provided along a
streetwall, there should be lighting
incorporated into the canopy or
provided from the shop windows.
Pedestrian lighting should be
approximately 12-14 feet tall. It
should be low enough to illuminate
the area under overhanging tree
limbs.
Pedestrian lighting should be
aligned between roadway lights and
approximately 2 1/2 feet from the
curb in the amenity zone or 12 1/2
feet from the property line.
Acorn lamps on octagonal posts
similar to those that used to line the
street are recommended for the
Monroe segment.
Research into new products that
block illumination of the sky should
be pursued to identify lighting that
will ensure a Dark Sky effect.
The color of the posts should be
concrete or a material that simulates
concrete to replicate the appearance
of the lighting during the era when
most of the commercial buildings
were constructed.
On roadway lighting poles, a
bracket can be located to carry an
acorn globe at the same height and
in the same alignment with the
freestanding pedestrian lighting.
As an alternate, an acorn globe
could be suspended from a bracket
similar to that used on the Congress
Avenue Bridge from 1910. The
pendant fixture directs less light
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skyward and contributes to a Dark
Sky effect.
The pendant light can have an
opposing bracket to accommodate a
banner or other decoration.
A warm glow should emanate from
the luminaire without being too pink
or too blue and should not be too
bright. The shape of the luminaire
should be clearly discernable and
not obscured by the intensity of the
light source.
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LIGHTING MONROE
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING:
To date all lighting provided to South Congress Avenue has been roadway lighting that was intended
to serve pedestrian needs as well as motorists needs. The tall roadway lighting does not serve pedestrians
very well. Where businesses are open at night or maintain lit shop windows, pedestrians have the benefit
of this lighting where buildings abut the sidewalk. In other areas pedestrians are guided by only
occasional sources of sign and building lighting At locations where live oak trees hang over the
sidewalk, little or no light comes through from the roadway lights.Acorn luminiare's on concrete posts
were installed around 1930 to light both the roadway and sidewalk. Today some areas are lacking in
adequate pedestrian lighting.

Trees Overhanging the sidewalk on South
Congress Ave.
MMA-2003
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Possible arrangements for Acorn Lighting on
South Congress Ave.
MMA-2003






Comparison of Traditional, Louvered
Refractive (a more efficient) globe design.
HADCO Co.

and



Pedestrian lighting should be placed
according to priorities such as:
 at each roadway light except
where building lighting is
available.
 between roadway lights.
 at each key intersection.
 at crosswalks.
Where awnings are provided along a
streetwall, there should be lighting
incorporated into the canopy or
provided from the shop windows.
Pedestrian lighting should be
approximately 12-14 feet tall. It
should be low enough to illuminate
the area under overhanging tree
limbs.
Pedestrian lighting should be
aligned between roadway lights and
approximately 2 1/2 feet from the
curb in the amenity zone or 12 1/2
feet from the property line.
Acorn lamps on octagonal posts
similar to those that used to line the
street are recommended for the
Monroe segment.
Research into new products that
block illumination of the sky should
be pursued to identify lighting that
will ensure a Dark Sky effect.
The color of the posts should be
concrete or a material that simulates
concrete to replicate the appearance
of the lighting during the era when
most of the commercial buildings
were constructed.
On roadway lighting poles, a
bracket can be located to carry an
acorn globe at the same height and
in the same alignment with the
freestanding pedestrian lighting.
As an alternate, an acorn globe
could be suspended from a bracket
similar to that used on the Congress
Avenue Bridge from 1910. The
pendant fixture directs less light
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skyward and contributes to a Dark
Sky effect.
The pendant light can have an
opposing bracket to accommodate a
banner or other decoration.
A warm glow should emanate from
the luminaire without being too pink
or too blue and should not be too
bright. The shape of the luminaire
should be clearly discernable and
not obscured by the intensity of the
light source.
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LIGHTING LIVE OAK
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING:
To date all lighting provided to South Congress Avenue has been roadway lighting that was intended
to serve pedestrian needs as well as motorists needs. The tall roadway lighting does not serve pedestrians
very well. Where businesses are open at night or maintain lit shop windows, pedestrians have the benefit
of this lighting where buildings abut the sidewalk. In other areas pedestrians are guided by only
occasional sources of sign and building lighting At locations where live oak trees hang over the
sidewalk, little or no light comes through from the roadway lights.
Acorn luminiare's on concrete posts were installed around 1930 to light both the roadway and
sidewalk. Today some areas are lacking in adequate pedestrian lighting.

Trees Overhanging the sidewalk on South
Congress Ave.
MMA-2003

Acorn lighting at Lockhart's ca. 1949.
MMA-2003
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Possible arrangements for Acorn Lighting on
South Congress Ave.
MMA-2003






Comparison of Traditional, Louvered
Refractive (a more efficient) globe design.
HADCO Co.

and



Pedestrian lighting should be placed
according to priorities such as:
 at each roadway light except
where building lighting is
available.
 between roadway lights.
 at each key intersection
 at crosswalks.
Where awnings are provided along a
streetwall, there should be lighting
incorporated into the canopy or
provided from the shop windows.
Pedestrian lighting should be
approximately 12-14 feet tall. It
should be low enough to illuminate
the area under overhanging tree
limbs.
Pedestrian lighting should be
aligned between roadway lights and
approximately 2 1/2 feet from the
curb in the amenity zone or 12 1/2
feet from the property line.
Acorn lamps on octagonal posts
similar to those that used to line the
street are recommended for the
Monroe segment.
Research into new products that
block illumination of the sky should
be pursued to identify lighting that
will ensure a Dark Sky effect.
The color of the posts should be
concrete or a material that simulates
concrete to replicate the appearance
of the lighting during the era when
most of the commercial buildings
were constructed.
On roadway lighting poles, a
bracket can be located to carry an
acorn globe at the same height and
in the same alignment with the
freestanding pedestrian lighting.
As an alternate, an acorn globe
could be suspended from a bracket
similar to that used on the Congress
Avenue Bridge from 1910. The
pendant fixture directs less light
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skyward and contributes to a Dark
Sky effect.
The pendant light can have an
opposing bracket to accommodate a
banner or other decoration.
A warm glow should emanate from
the luminiare without being too pink
or too blue and should not be too
bright. The shape of the luminiare
should be clearly discernable and
not obscured by the intensity of the
light source.
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LIGHTING OLTORF
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING:
To date all lighting provided to South Congress Avenue has been roadway lighting that was intended
to serve pedestrian needs as well as motorists needs. The tall roadway lighting does not serve pedestrians
very well. Where businesses are open at night or maintain lit shop windows or signs, pedestrians have the
benefit of this lighting where buildings are close to the sidewalk At locations where live oak trees hang
over the sidewalk little or no light comes through from the roadway lights.
The Oltorf intersection presents a character different from both the historic northen end of the
corridor and the pastoral southern districts. Oltorf Street is the busiest intersection and carries the most
shopping activity in the corridor. The sprawling shopping centers have businesses open late and very tall
1970's shoebox style parking lot lighting. The style of lighting for this segment should provide some
guidance as to the potential improvement of this intersection in the future. Absent building guidelines, it
is reasonable to assume that these large sites will be the subject of redevelopment at some time in the
future. They provide a wonderful opportunity to create mixed use development that not only improves the
functioning and presentation of the retail uses, but also adds multi-family housing and office uses at this
central city hub. Lighting for the sidewalk may eventually come from shop windows, sidewalk cafes and
sign and awning lighting.

Trees Overhanging the sidewalk on South
Congress Ave.
MMA-2003

Existing “Shoebox” Lighting at Twin Oaks
Shopping Center.
MMA-2003
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Streetscape with Lumec Luminaire
MMA-2003









Z60A from the
Harmonia Series
by Lumec .





Pedestrian lighting should be placed
according to priorities such as
 at each roadway light where
building lighting is not available
 between roadway lights
 at each key intersection
 at crosswalks
Where awnings are provided along a
streetwall, there should be lighting
incorporated into the canopy or
provided from the shop windows.
Where awnings overhang the rightof-way,
lighting
should
be
incorporated into the canopy or
provided from the shop windows.
Pedestrian lighting should be
approximately 12-14' tall. It should
be low enough to illuminate the area
under overhanging tree limbs.
Pedestrian lighting should be
aligned between roadway lights and
approximately 2.5 feet from the curb
in the amenity zone or 12 1/2 feet
from the property line.
A shielded fixture with a metal
shade that directs light downward to
ensure a “Dark Sky” effect would be
appropriate for the Oltorf Segment.
This fixture should be mounted
from a bracket that extends
horizontally approximately 30" from
a pole.
An opposing bracket may be
provided to carry a banner.
Alternatively, assuming that utility
poles are replaced with metal poles
that carry both the power lines and
lighting and are placed near the
property line, the pedestrian lighting
should all be placed on poles 2 1/2
feet from the curb.
Aluminum, galvanized steel or other
white metal material or finish would
be appropriate for light fixtures in
this segment.
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The fixture should be one that will
also work for new pedestrian ways
for private projects.
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LIGHTING HAVANA
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING:
To date all lighting provided to South Congress Avenue has been roadway lighting that was intended
to serve pedestrian needs as well as motorists needs. The tall roadway lighting does not serve pedestrians
very well. Where businesses are open at night or maintain lit shop windows or signs, pedestrians have the
benefit of this lighting where buildings are close to the sidewalk At locations where live oak trees hang
over the sidewalk no light comes through from the roadway lights.
In the southern part of the corridor, the disposition of the power lines will play a role in the provision
of pedestrian lighting. Further complicating the provision of pedestrian lighting is the variation in
sidewalk placement in the area.

This bracket light on a utility pole is an
appropriate style for installing at utility
poles.
AHC-CO2112
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Streetscape with BEGA Luminaire.
MMA-2003







Pedestrian lighting should be placed
according to priorities such as:
 when warranted by nighttime
pedestrian traffic.
 at each roadway light except
where building lighting is
available.
 between roadway lights.
 at each key intersection.
 at crosswalks.
 During reconstruction of the
pedestrianway for public or
private projects.
Where awnings are provided along a
streetwall, there should be lighting
incorporated into the canopy or
provided from the shop windows.
Pedestrian lighting should be
approximately 12-14' tall. It should
be low enough to illuminate the area
under overhanging tree limbs .
The style of lighting for this
segment should be a shielded fixture
with metal shade that will direct all
lighting
downward,
thus
maintaining a dark sky.
This fixture should be mounted
from a bracket that extends
horizontally approximately 30" from
a simple metal pole.
The height of the light source should
not exceed 12'.
The preferable location for poles
supporting these fixtures is 2 1/2
feet from the curb or 12 1/2 feet
from the property line.
An opposing bracket may be
provided to carry a banner.
Assuming new roadway lighting is
placed at this location 2 1/2’ from
the curb, these fixtures and brackets
may be placed on roadway lighting
poles as well as on new poles
alternating with roadway lighting.
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LIGHTING BEN WHITE
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING:
To date all lighting provided to South Congress Avenue has been roadway lighting that was intended
to serve pedestrian needs as well as motorists needs. The tall roadway lighting does not serve pedestrians
very well. Where businesses are open at night or maintain lit shop windows or signs, pedestrians have the
benefit of this lighting where buildings are close to the sidewalk At locations where live oak trees hang
over the sidewalk no light comes through from the roadway lights.
In the southern part of the corridor, the disposition of the power lines will play a role in the provision
of pedestrian lighting. Further complicating the provision of pedestrian lighting is the variation in
sidewalk placement in the area.

This bracket light on a utility pole is an
appropriate style for installing at utility
poles.
AHC-CO2112
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BEGA.
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Streetscape with BEGA Luminaire.
MMA-2003







Pedestrian lighting should be placed
according to priorities such as:
 when warranted by nighttime
pedestrian traffic.
 at each roadway light except
where building lighting is
available.
 between roadway lights.
 at each key intersection.
 at crosswalks.
 During reconstruction of the
pedestrianway for public or
private projects.
Where awnings are provided along a
streetwall, there should be lighting
incorporated into the canopy or
provided from the shop windows.
Pedestrian lighting should be
approximately 12-14' tall. It should
be low enough to illuminate the area
under overhanging tree limbs .
The style of lighting for this
segment should be a shielded fixture
with metal shade that will direct all
lighting
downward,
thus
maintaining a dark sky.
This fixture should be mounted
from a bracket that extends
horizontally approximately 30" from
a simple metal pole.
The height of the light source should
not exceed 12'.
The preferable location for poles
supporting these fixtures is 2 1/2
feet from the curb or 12 1/2 feet
from the property line.
An opposing bracket may be
provided to carry a banner.
Assuming new roadway lighting is
placed at this location 2 1/2’ from
the curb, these fixtures and brackets
may be placed on roadway lighting
poles as well as on new poles
alternating with roadway lighting.
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SIGNS RIVERSIDE SEGMENT
Signs are a defining element of the South Congress Avenue streetscape. There were signs before
businesses were built. The wide roadway, relatively fast traffic, and long views resulted in many signs of
various types on the avenue including large signs placed to be viewed at a distance. Signs evolved right
along with the roadway. Early billboards in the countryside and in town were placed at ground level and
sometimes lighted. Early billboards in town were sometimes parallel to the street. As traffic moved
faster, signs got larger and moved up onto stilts and then onto poles that also got taller over time. Some
signs and billboards moved up on top of buildings.

Highway 2 south of Austin c. 1925
TxDOT

Forest of signs at Riverside Drive c. 1960
AHC–AS-61-31073-8

The Riverside Drive area, long a crossroads and entrance to downown, today has only one building
that dates from 1935. The numerous service stations of the 1950's have been replaced with large hotels, a
bank and a shopping center. The former Night Hawk Restaurant is now an office use. While pedestrianoriented uses are lacking in this area today, future development may contribute more to the pedestrian
realm. New ground floor development might use building and sign elements common in the 1930's.
Historically, commercial buildings had several signs of different types and sizes to appeal not only to
the motorist but also to pedestrians. Under the forest of signs of the 1950's, were small masonry buildings
with signage scaled to local and pedestrian traffic. The Tower Retaurant building, visible from afar was
its own sign.. In this area signs often seem to outscale the buildings in order to be visible from a
distance. Today's large signs are wall signs atop multi-story buildings.

These c. 1931 buildings at Barton Springs
Road had pedestrian scaled signage.
AHC-PICH 20583

Tower Restaurant building c. 1935.
AHC-PICH 02557
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COMMERCIAL SIGNS :
Commercial Signs for the Riversidee Segment should reflect the use of the area as a gateway to the
city, a crossroads south of downtown and a location for tourist facitilites: hotels, gas stations and
restaurants. The surviving sign on the "Tropic" building should be preserved and continue as a
pedestrian attraction.
The following are appropriate types of commercial signageand guidelines for their use for the
Riverside Segment of South Congress Avenue today:

GENERAL
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220 S. Congress Avenue – This signage is wellcoordinated for pedestrian appeal.
MMA 2003




Avoid excessive signage that results
in clutter.
For each business:
 One wall or awning sign per
façade.
 door and window signs
 one small projected sign
For each center:
 One freestanding sign if the
center is setback more than 10’
from the street. Sign should not
exceed 20’ height or 50 square
feet in area.
Signs should not detract from or
hide significant architectural details
of the building.
Lighting may be surface, neon, or
backlit.
Roof signs, though traditional,
should be phased out.

WALL AND AWNING SIGNS

GUIDELINES






The Embassy Suites and Hyatt Hotel place their wall
signs at the top level of the building.
MMA-2002

Wall signs should be proportional to
and in keeping with the symmetry of
the building façade.
Wall signs should not obscure
building
features
important
including brick detailing.
Wall signs should be symmetrical
with existing features of the
building facade.
Signs should not be painted directly
onto the front façade masonry.
Wall and awning signs should be
externally lighted or backlit.
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Projecting signs should be located
symmetrical with building features.
Projecting signs above an awning
should not exceed 1/3 the façade
height above the awning unless they
are of a narrow vertical design.
Projecting signs below the awning
should not exceed 4 square feet in
area.
Lighting for projecting signs should
be neon or other types external
lighting.

220 S. Congress Avenue–Projecting Tropic Sign is
narrow and vertically oriented .
MMA-2002

DOOR AND WINDOW SIGNS

GUIDELINES



Door and Window Signs are
appropriate on the glass area of
doors and windows.
Door and Window signs should
allow a view through the glass.

1610 S. Congress Avenue–Door and window signs
are used on many businesses.
MMA-2002
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A building or structure designed to
serve as a sign to motorists
approaching from Congress Avenue
and South Congress Avenue is
appropriate in this area.
Buildings designed as signs should
not deviate from a traditional
rectangular building shape.
Surface painting of a building
should not damage façade materials.

501 S. Congress Avenue–This structure and sign
are scaled to motorist and pedestrian traffic
approaching from several blocks away.
MMA-2002

FREESTANDING SIGNS

GUIDELINES







400
S.
Congress
Avenue – Chevron
sign.
MMA-2002

Historic freestanding
sign c. 1930 is scaled
to pedestrians and
slower traffic.
AHC-PICH 20583



The freestanding sign area should
not exceed 50 feet.
Freestanding signs are appropriate
where the adjacent building is set
back from the street at least 10'.
Freestanding signs may be located
on the private property within 5 feet
of the front street line.
Freestanding
signs
are
not
appropriate on a block where there
is an existing street wall pattern.
Freestanding signs shall not exceed
20' in height.
Freestanding
signs
shall
be
perpendicular to the street.
Neon or other types of external
lighting
are
appropriate
for
freestanding signs.
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Sidewalk sign location
MMA-2002

Sidewalk signs are appropriate in
the amenity zone where they will
not interfere with pedestrian
movement, bus stops, vehicle traffic
or public fixtures and amenities.
Sidewalk signs should not be placed
adjacent to curb extensions or side
streets.
Sidewalk signs should not exceed 2'
in width and 3' in height.
All sidewalk signs must be ADA
compliant. A 4” high warning curb
is required if the sign is greater than
27” and less than 80” above the
sidewalk.
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SIGNS MONROE SEGMENT
Signs are a defining element of the South Congress Avenue streetscape. There were signs before
businesses were built. The wide roadway, relatively fast traffic, and long views resulted in many signs of
various types on the Avenue, including large signs placed to be viewed at a distance. Signs evolved right
along with the roadway. Early billboards in the countryside and in town were placed at ground level and
sometimes lighted. Early billboards in town were sometimes parallel to the street. As traffic moved
faster, signs got larger and moved up onto stilts and then onto poles that also got taller over time. Some
signs and billboards moved up on top of buildings.

Highway 2 south of Austin c. 1930
TxDOT

Lighted billboards across from buildings
with painted and applied signs c. 1931
AHC–CO 0481

The Monroe Street area has numerous commercial buildings that date from the 1890's through the
1990’s, with the greatest concentration of buildings from the 1920's-30's. Many of these original
buildings remain intact.
Early commercial signs were painted on the sides of buildings, attached to awnings, placed in
windows and set out near the sidewalk. Most commercial buildings had several signs of different types
and sizes to appeal not only to the motorist but also to pedestrians on both sides of the street. Sometimes
the building or a portion of it evolved to become the sign.. Later commercial signs include lighted
freestanding signs that directed travelers to tourist facilities. Signs often seem to outscale the buildings in
order to be visible from a distance. These sign types are still important today for businesses in the
Monroe Segment of South Congress Avenue.

Central Feed
CoA Survey-1984

Austin Motel Sign
MMA-2002

Building/ Sign
MMA-2002
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COMMERCIAL SIGNS :
Commercial Signs for the Monroe Segment should reflect the historic era and styles of the surviving
commercial buildings and the signs that evolved with them.
The following are appropriate types of commercial signage for use in the Monroe Segment of South
Congress Avenue today:

GENERAL

GUIDELINES





1204 S. Congress Avenue–Many types of signs are
still used today.
MMA-2002




Number of signs - Several different
types and sizes of signs may be
located on each building.
Pre-1960 signs such as freestanding
signs, painted signs, entry signs,
floor signs, neon signs and parapet
signs should be maintained and not
altered out of their original
character.
Signs should not detract from or
hide architectural details of the
building such as a frieze panel.
Installation of signs should not
damage historic building materials.
Bolts should not be driven through
historic face materials such as tile or
vitrolite.
Backlit signs are not historical to the
Monroe segment and are not
recommended.
Neon is appropriate for sign
detailing.

WALL AND AWNING SIGNS

GUIDELINES






1300 S. Congress Avenue–These new signs are largescaled but in keeping with the buidling symmetry.
MMA-2002

Wall signs should be proportional to
and in keeping with the symmetry of
the building façade.
Wall signs should not obscure
important
building
features
including brick detailing.
Wall signs should fit within existing
features of the building façade.
Signs should not be painted directly
onto unpainted face brick or stone.
Wall and awning signs should be
externally lighted.
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PROJECTING SIGNS

GUIDELINES





Projecting signs should be located
symmetrical with building features.
Projecting signs above an awning
should not exceed 1/3 the façade
height above the awning.
Projecting signs below the awning
should not exceed 4 square feet in
area.
Lighting for projecting signs should
be neon or other types of external
lighting.

1316 S. Congress Avenue–Projecting sign at San
Jose Motel
MMA-2002

DOOR AND WINDOW SIGNS

GUIDELINES




Door and Window Signs are
appropriate on the glass area of first
floor doors and windows.
Door and Window signs should still
allow a view through the glass.
Lit signs in doors and windows
should be discouraged.

1610 S. Congress Avenue–Door and window signs
are used on most businesses.
MMA-2002
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BUILDING AS SIGN

GUIDELINES



Buildings designed as signs should
not deviate from a traditional
rectangular building shape.
Surface painting of a building
should not damage façade materials.

1303 S. Congress Avenue–This mural type scheme
makes the entire building a sign.
MMA-2002

BUILDING IDENTIFICATION SIGNS

GUIDELINES




1510 S. Congress
Avenue – Parapets
sometimes include a
name and/or date
creating a building
identification sign.
MMA-2002

Building Identification signs in a
parapet should be created out of the
building materials.
Nameplate signs should not exceed
6 square feet.
Nameplate sign materials should
match or complement the building
materials and colors.

1512 1/2 S. Congress
Avenue – Vitrolite
nameplate
matches
façade material.
MMA-2002
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FREESTANDING SIGNS

GUIDELINES






1423 S. Congress
Avenue–This sign is
located at the front
street
line.
The
building is set back to
allow customers to
park in front.
MMA-2002

1920 S. Congress
Avenue
–
This
freestanding sign has
been re-used but kept
in the same scale. It is
surface lit.
MMA-2002





The freestanding sign height should
not exceed the similar freestanding
historical signs (approx. 20' in
height).
Freestanding signs are appropriate
where the adjacent building is set
back from the street at least 20'.
Freestanding signs may be located
on the private property within 5 feet
of the front street line.
Freestanding
signs
are
not
appropriate on a block where there
is an existing street wall pattern.
Freestanding signs shall not exceed
20' in height.
be
Freestanding
signs
shall
perpendicular to the street.
Neon or other types of external are
appropriate for freestanding signs.
Extant supports for freestanding
signs may be used for a new sign
that fits the scale of the supports.

SIDEWALK SIGNS

GUIDELINES






Sidewalk sign location
MMA-2002

Sidewalk signs are appropriate in
the Amenity Zone where they will
not interfere with pedestrian
movement, vehicle traffic or public
fixtures and amenities.
Sidewalk signs should not be placed
adjacent to curb extensions, bus
stops or side streets.
Sidewalk signs should not exceed 2'
in width and 3' in height.
All sidewalk signs must be ADA
compliant. A 4” high warning curb
is required if the sign is greater than
27” and less than 80” above the
sidewalk.
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SIGNS LIVE OAK SEGMENT
Signs are a defining element of the South Congress Avenue streetscape. There were signs before
businesses were built. The wide roadway, relatively fast traffic, and long views resulted in many signs of
various types on the Avenue, including large signs placed to be viewed at a distance. Signs evolved right
along with the roadway. Early billboards in the countryside and in town were placed at ground level and
sometimes lighted. Early billboards in town were sometimes parallel to the street. As traffic moved
faster, signs got larger and moved up onto stilts and then onto poles that also got taller over time. Some
signs and billboards moved up on top of buildings.

Highway 2 south of Austin c. 1930
TxDOT

The Austin Theater remains the most significant
building and sign in the Live Oak area. 1939

AHC–CO 7084
The Live Oak Segment has several one-story commercial buildings that date from the 1930's through
the 1950's as well as a number of newer buildings. These buildings do not form a cohesive streetscape,
however, several of them are unique individually. Signage should enhance the character of the remaining
buildings and large trees. It should also enhance, not detract, from corridor views.
Commercial signs include lighted freestanding signs that directed travelers to tourist facilities and
signs that were integrated into the design of the building. Signs often seem to outscale the buildings in
order to be visible from a distance. Most commercial buildings had several signs of different types and
sizes to appeal not only to the motorist but also to pedestrians on both sides of the street. These sign
types are still important today for businesses in the Live Oak Segment of South Congress Avenue.

2110 S. Congress, c. 1949 – This drive-in has signs that enhance
its architectural features.
AHC-CO5234

Don-Mar Motor Court Sign
MMA-2002
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COMMERCIAL SIGNS :
Commercial Signs for the Live Oak Segment should respect the surviving historic buildings, Austin
Island Park, and the importance of views and pedestrian activity at this "bend in the road".
The following are appropriate types of commercial signage and guidelines for their use for the Live
Oak Segment of South Congress Avenue today:

GENERAL

GUIDELINES






2201 College Avenue–Neon wall sign.
MMA-2002

Number of signs - Several different
types and sizes of signs may be
located on each building.
Pre-1960 signs such as freestanding
signs, neon signs, awning signs, the
movie marquee and the Tree House
canopy should be maintained and
not altered out of their original
character.
Signs should not detract from or
obscure significant architectural
details of the building.
Installation of signs should not
damage historic building materials.
Back-lit signs are not historical to
the Live Oak segment except for the
marquee and are not recommended.

WALL AND AWNING SIGNS

GUIDELINES






Wall signs should be proportional to
and in keeping with the symmetry of
the building façade.
Wall signs should not obscure
important building features.
Wall signs should fit within existing
features of the building facade.
Signs should not be painted directly
onto limestone or face brick.
Wall and awning signs should be
surface lighted.

2114 S. Congress Avenue–This wall sign is at a large
scale for the building but it is in keeping with the
symmetry of the building and does not obscure its
architectural features. Note traditional barber pole
symbol used as a sign in the window.
MMA-2002
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PROJECTING SIGNS

GUIDELINES




Projecting signs should be located
symmetrical with building features.
Projecting signs should not exceed 4
square feet in area.
Projecting signs should have neon
or other types of external lighting
but should not be backlit.

Projecting signs.
MMA-2002

MARQUEE

GUIDELINES


The old Austin Theater marquee
should be preserved even though the
building is no longer a theater. The
sign is important to this area and
serves as a local landmark
identifying the beginning of the
grand approach to the capitol
building.

2130 S. Congress Avenue – The Austin Theater
marquee .
MMA-2002
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DOOR AND WINDOW SIGNS

GUIDELINES



Door and Window Signs are
appropriate on the glass area of first
floor doors and windows.
Door and Window Signs should
allow a view through the glass.

2114 S. Congress Avenue–Door and window signs.
MMA-2002

BUILDING AS SIGN

GUIDELINES


Unique building elements are keys
to use and function as signs. They
should
be
preserved
and
incorporated into a new or modified
use.

2201 College Avenue – This former Pig Stand
parking canopy has become a local icon due to its
unique design.
MMA-2002
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FREESTANDING SIGNS

GUIDELINES






2209 College Avenue
–This sign is located
at the front street
line. The building is
set back to allow
customers to park in
front.
MMA-2002

2109 S. Congress
Avenue–Historic neon
sign for the Don-Mar
Motor Court
MMA-2002





The freestanding sign height should
not exceed the similar historical
signs (approx. 20' in height).
Freestanding signs are appropriate
where adjacent buildings are set
back from the street at least 20'.
Freestanding signs should not
conflict with street wall buildings.
Freestanding signs may be located
on the private property within 5 feet
of the front street line.
Freestanding
signs
are
not
appropriate on a block with an
existing street wall pattern.
Freestanding
signs
shall
be
perpendicular to the street.
Neon or other types of external
lighting
are
appropriate
for
freestanding signs.
Extant supports for freestanding
signs may be used for a new sign
that fits the scale of the supports.

SIDEWALK SIGNS

GUIDELINES






Sidewalk sign location
MMA-2002

Sidewalk signs are only appropriate
where the sidewalk extends to the
curb.
Sidewalk signs are appropriate in
the Amenity Zone where they will
not interfere with pedestrian
movement, bus stops, vehicle traffic
or public fixtures and amenities.
Sidewalk signs should not be placed
adjacent to curb extensions or side
streets.
Sidewalk signs should not exceed 2'
in width and 3' in height.
All sidewalk signs must be ADA
compliant. A 4” high warning curb
is required if the sign is greater than
27” and less than 80” above the
sidewalk.
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SIGNS OLTORF SEGMENT
Signs are a defining element of the South Congress Avenue streetscape. There were signs before
businesses were built. The wide roadway, relatively fast traffic, and long views resulted in many signs of
various types on the Avenue, including large signs placed to be viewed at a distance. Signs evolved right
along with the roadway. Early billboards in the countryside and in town were placed at ground level and
sometimes lighted. Early billboards in town were sometimes parallel to the street. As traffic moved
faster, signs got larger and moved up onto stilts and then onto poles that also got taller over time. Some
signs and billboards moved up on top of buildings.

Highway 2 south of Austin c. 1930
TxDOT

Twin Oaks Shopping Center was built in 1954.

MMA- 2002

The Oltorf Segment has three large one-story shopping centers that dominate three corners of the
intersection of Oltorf and South Congress Avenue. These complexes date from the 1950's through the
1990's with buildings that front on Oltorf Street and set back 50-100 feet from both Oltorf Street and
South Congress Avenue. The historic Tips House, relocted from downtown in 1975, provides a spot of
green relief on the northwest corner. Live Oak trees are numerous and important to this area.
These shopping centers and smaller commercial buildings use many sign types that include tall
freestanding signs, wall and awning signs, door and window signs and sidewalk signs. One of the earlist
freestanding signs was the Twin Oaks neon-lighted sign shaped like two giant Live Oak trees and scaled
to motorist and pedestrian visibility. It was coordinated with the design of the building. Today, there are
numerous tall signs competing for attention. The result is chaotic and establishes a scale uncomfortable
to pedestrians.

Freestanding pole sign at
the Tips House.
MMA-2002

The HEB Grocery sign is
vehicularly oriented.
MMA-2002

Competing
chaos.
MMA-2002

signs
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COMMERCIAL SIGNS :
Commercial signs for the Oltorf Segment should respond both to pedestrians and to motorists. Some
current signs are taller than needed for this urban center. Signage guidelines should anticipate future
redevelopment of existing one-story shopping centers and expanses of surface parking for more intensive
urban use.
The following are appropriate types of commercial signage and guidelines for their use for the Oltorf
Segment of South Congress Avenue today:

GENERAL

GUIDELINES







2424 S. Congress Avenue – This signage is
coordinated.
MMA 2003



Avoid excessive signage that results
in clutter.
For each business:
 one wall or awning sign per
façade.
 door and window signs
 one small projecting sign
For each center:
 one freestanding sign if the
center is setback from the street.
Sign should not exceed 20’
height.
Signs should not detract from or
hide significant architectural details
of the building.
Lighting may be surface, neon, or
backlit.

WALL AND AWNING SIGNS

GUIDELINES







718 Congress Avenue – These awning and window
signs are coordinated and appropriately scaled for
the building and street.
MMA-2003

Wall and awning signs should be
proportional to and in keeping with
the symmetry of the building façade.
Wall signs should not obscure
building
features
important
including brick detailing.
Wall signs should fit within existing
features of the building facade.
Signs should not be painted directly
onto the front façade masonry.
Wall and awning signs should be
backlit or externally lighted.
Lighting should be consistent
throughout a unified development.
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PROJECTING SIGNS

GUIDELINES





Projecting signs should be located
symmetrical with building features.
Projecting signs above an awning
should not exceed 1/3 the façade
height above the awning.
Projecting signs below the awning
should not exceed 4 square feet in
area.
Lighting for projecting signs may be
externally lighted or backlit.

1007 S. Congress Avenue – Projecting sign at
Starbucks located symmetrically with building
features.
MMA-2002

DOOR AND WINDOW SIGNS

GUIDELINES



Door and Window Signs are
appropriate on the glass area of
doors and windows.
Door and Window signs should still
allow a view through the glass.

2309 S. Congress Avenue – Door and window signs
are used appropriately on many businesses.
MMA-2002
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BUILDING AS SIGN

GUIDELINES



Buildings designed as signs should
be in keeping with area building
scale and character.
Surface painting of a building
should not damage façade materials.

2309 S. Congress Avenue–This tower added for a
restaurant makes the entire building a sign.
MMA-2002

FREESTANDING SIGNS

GUIDELINES






2309 S. Congress
Avenue–This sign is
scaled to pedestrian
and vehicular activity
at this intersection.
MMA-2002

2336 S. Congress
Avenue
–
This
freestanding sign is
appropriately scaled
to
this
building.
MMA-2002




The freestanding sign height should
not exceed the height of Live Oak
trees. (approx. 20' in height).
Freestanding signs are appropriate
where the adjacent building is set
back from the street at least 20'.
Freestanding signs should be located
on the private property within 5 feet
of the front street line.
Freestanding
signs
are
not
appropriate on a block where there
is a street wall pattern.
Freestanding signs should be
perpendicular to the street.
Neon, external lighting, and
backlighting are appropriate for
freestanding signs.
Extant supports for freestanding
signs may be used for a new sign
that fits the scale of the supports.
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SIDEWALK SIGNS

GUIDELINES






Sidewalk sign location
MMA-2002

Sidewalk signs are appropriate
where a street wall pattern exists.
Sidewalk signs are appropriate in
the amenity zone where they will
not interfere with pedestrian
movement, bus stops, vehicle traffic
or public fixtures and amenities.
Sidewalk signs should not be placed
adjacent to curb extensions or side
streets except for Oltorf Street.
Sidewalk signs should not exceed 2'
in width and 3' in height.
All sidewalk signs must be ADA
compliant. A 4” high warning curb
is required if the sign is greater than
27” and less than 80” above the
sidewalk.
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SIGNS HAVANA SEGMENT
Signs are a defining element of the South Congress Avenue streetscape. There were signs before
businesses were built. The wide roadway, relatively fast traffic, and long views resulted in many signs of
various types on the Avenue, including large signs placed to be viewed at a distance. Signs evolved right
along with the roadway. Early billboards in the countryside and in town were placed at ground level and
sometimes lighted. Early billboards in town were sometimes parallel to the street. As traffic moved
faster, signs got larger and moved up onto stilts and then onto poles that also got taller over time. Some
signs and billboards moved up on top of buildings.

Highway 2 south of Austin c. 1930
TxDOT

St. Edwards University campus on the east
and commercial development on the west.
MMA-2002

The Havana Segment has a mix of small one-story buildings, a strip center, several motels, a trailer
court and outdoor developments with intense vegetation. Several commercial buildings are very close to
the street because the terrain drops off to the west. Live Oak trees are numerous and important to this
area.
These buildings and developments use many sign types that include freestanding signs, wall and
awning signs, door and window signs and sidewalk signs. The El Gallo restaurant sign dates to the
1960's. Two buildings are clearly decorated to appear as signs themselves. A surface lighted sign on the
vacant former Trek Motel is a modestly sized and surface lighted roof sign that is coordinated with the
design of the building.

El Gallo Sign
MMA-2002

Small sign-like building.
MMA-2002

Trek Motel sign. C. 1957
MMA-2002
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COMMERCIAL SIGNS :
Commercial signs for the Havana Segment should respond both to pedestrians and to motorists. The
profusion of small signs at strip centers does not attract but rather confuses motorists. Signage should be
better coordinated. Signage guidelines should anticipate future redevelopment of existing one-story
shopping centers and expanses of surface parking for more intensive urban use.
The following are appropriate types of commercial signage and guidelines for their use for the
Havana Segment of South Congress Avenue today:

GENERAL

GUIDELINES






2424 S. Congress Avenue – This signage is
coordinated.
MMA 2003



Avoid excessive signage that results
in clutter.
For each business:
 one wall or awning sign per
façade.
 door and window signs
 one small projecting sign
For each center:
 one freestanding sign if the
center is setback from the street.
Sign should not exceed 20’
height.
Signs should not detract from or
hide significant architectural details
of the building.
Lighting may be external, neon, or
backlit.

WALL AND AWNING SIGNS

GUIDELINES







718 Congress Avenue – These awning and window
signs are coordinated appropriately scaled for the
building and street.
MMA-2003

Wall and awning signs should be
proportional to and in keeping with
the symmetry of the building façade.
Wall signs should not obscure
important
building
features
including brick detailing.
Wall signs should fit within existing
features of the building facade.
Signs should not be painted directly
onto the front façade masonry.
Wall and awning signs should be
externally lighted or backlit.
Lighting should be consistent
throughout a unified development.
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PROJECTING SIGNS

GUIDELINES





Projecting signs should be located
symmetrical with building features.
Projecting signs above an awning
should not exceed 1/3 the façade
height above the awning.
Projecting signs below the awning
should not exceed 4 square feet in
area.
Lighting for projecting signs may be
neon,
external
lighting,
or
backlighting.

1007 S. Congress Avenue – Projecting sign at
Starbucks
MMA-2002

DOOR AND WINDOW SIGNS

GUIDELINES



Door and Window Signs are
appropriate on the glass area of
doors and windows.
Door and Window signs should still
allow a view through the glass.

2309 S. Congress Avenue – Door and window signs
are appropriately used on many businesses.
MMA-2002
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BUILDING AS SIGN

GUIDELINES



Buildings designed as signs should
be in keeping with the area, building
scale and character.
Surface painting of a building
should not damage façade materials.

2728 S. Congress Avenue–This restaurant building
is painted to make the entire building a sign.
MMA-2002

FREESTANDING SIGNS

GUIDELINES






2910 S. Congress
Avenue–The scale of
this sign is compatible
with the live oaks at
this location, as well
as passing motorists
and pedestrians.
MMA-2002

2900 S. Congress
Avenue
–
This
freestanding sign is
appropriately scaled
to this development.
MMA-2002




The freestanding sign height should
not exceed the height of Live Oak
trees. (approx. 20' in height).
Freestanding signs are appropriate
where the adjacent building is set
back from the street at least 20'.
Freestanding signs should be located
on the private property within 5 feet
of the front street line.
Freestanding
signs
are
not
appropriate on a block where there
is a street wall pattern.
Freestanding signs should be
perpendicular to the street.
Neon detailing, external lighting,
and backlighting are appropriate for
freestanding signs.
Extant supports for freestanding
signs may be used for a new sign
that fits the scale of the supports.
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SIDEWALK SIGNS

GUIDELINES






Sidewalk sign location
MMA-2002

Sidewalk signs are appropriate
where a street wall pattern exists.
Sidewalk signs are appropriate in
the amenity zone where they will
not interfere with pedestrian
movement, bus stops, vehicle traffic
or public fixtures and amenities.
Sidewalk signs should not be placed
adjacent to curb extensions or side
streets except for Oltorf Street.
Sidewalk signs should not exceed 2'
in width and 3' in height.
All sidewalk signs must be ADA
compliant. A 4” high warning curb
is required if the sign is greater than
27” and less than 80” above the
sidewalk.
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SIGNS BEN WHITE SEGMENT
Signs are a defining element of the South Congress Avenue streetscape. There were signs before
businesses were built. The wide roadway, relatively fast traffic, and long views resulted in many signs of
various types on the Avenue, including large signs placed to be viewed at a distance. Signs evolved right
along with the roadway. Early billboards in the countryside and in town were placed at ground level and
sometimes lighted. Early billboards in town were sometimes parallel to the street. As traffic moved
faster, signs got larger and moved up onto stilts and then onto poles that also got taller over time. Some
signs and billboards moved up on top of buildings.

Highway 2 south of Austin c. 1930
TxDOT

Penn Field on the east and businesses on the
west near Ben White Blvd.
MMA-2002

The Ben White Segment has a mix of small one-story buildings, several strip centers, one motel, a
two-story former factory, a new post office building and three gas stations. Several buildings are very
close to the street. Penn Field occupies much of the east side of this corridor segment. Live Oak trees are
numerous and important to this area.
These buildings and developments use many sign types that include freestanding signs, wall and
awning signs, door and window signs and sidewalk signs. Clearly the most dramatic sign is the water
tower at Penn Field that is visible for over a mile in any direction.

Penn
Field
tower/sign.
MMA-2002

water

Bel Air Motel sign c. 1951
MMA-2002

Penn Field sign
Congress Avenue.
MMA-2002
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COMMERCIAL SIGNS :
Commercial signs for the Ben White Segment should respond both to pedestrians and to motorists.
The profusion of small signs at strip centers does not attract but rather confuses motorists. Signage
should be better coordinated. Signage guidelines should anticipate future redevelopment of existing onestory shopping centers and expanses of surface parking for more intensive urban use.
The following are appropriate types of commercial signage and guidelines for their use for the Ben
White Segment of South Congress Avenue today:

GENERAL

GUIDELINES






3903 S. Congress Avenue – This signage is wellcoordinated.
MMA 2003



Avoid excessive signage that results
in clutter.
For each business:
 one wall or awning sign per
façade.
 door and window signs
 one small projecting sign
For each center:
 one freestanding sign if the
center is setback from the street.
Sign should not exceed 20’
height.
Signs should not detract from or
hide significant architectural details
of the building.
Signs may be externally lighted or
backlit.

WALL AND AWNING SIGNS

GUIDELINES







718 Congress Avenue – These awning and window
signs are coordinated and appropriately scaled for
the building and street.
MMA-2003

Wall and awning signs should be
proportional to and in keeping with
the symmetry of the building façade.
Wall signs should not obscure
important
building
features
including brick detailing.
Wall signs should fit within existing
features of the building facade.
Signs should not be painted directly
onto the front façade masonry.
Wall and awning signs should be
externally lighted or backlighted.
Lighting should be consistent
throughout a unified development.
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PROJECTING SIGNS

GUIDELINES





Projecting signs should be located
symmetrical with building features.
Projecting signs above an awning
should not exceed 1/3 the façade
height above the awning.
Projecting signs below the awning
should not exceed 4 square feet in
area.
Lighting for projecting signs may be
neon,
external
lighting,
or
backlighting.

1007 S. Congress Avenue – Projecting sign at
Starbucks at Penn Field.
MMA-2002

DOOR AND WINDOW SIGNS

GUIDELINES



Door and Window Signs are
appropriate on the glass area of
doors and windows.
Door and Window signs should
allow a view through the glass.

2309 S. Congress Avenue – Door and window signs
are used on many businesses.
MMA-2002
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BUILDING AS SIGN

GUIDELINES



Buildings designed as signs should
be in keeping with area building
scale and character.
Surface painting of a building
should not damage façade materials.

3903 S. Congress Avenue–The Entry mass to the
post office building resembles a parcel complete with
signs resembling postage tags.
MMA-2002

FREESTANDING SIGNS

GUIDELINES






3400 S. Congress
Avenue–This sign has
an interesting shape
and lighting. It also
incorporatees
landscaping.
MMA-2002

3900 S. Congress
Avenue
–
This
freestanding sign is
appropriately scaled
and designed for the
building and conveys
the nature of the
building inside.
MMA-2002




The freestanding sign height should
not exceed the height of Live Oak
trees. (Approx. 20' in height).
Freestanding signs are appropriate
where the adjacent building is set
back from the street at least 20'.
Freestanding signs may be located
on the private property within 5 feet
of the front street line.
Freestanding
signs
are
not
appropriate on a block where there
is a street wall pattern.
Freestanding
signs
shall
be
perpendicular to the street.
Neon, external lighting, and acklighting
are
appropriate
for
freestanding signs.
Extant supports for freestanding
signs may be used for a new sign
that fits the scale of the supports.
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SIDEWALK SIGNS

GUIDELINES






Sidewalk sign location
MMA-2002

Sidewalk signs are appropriate
where a street wall pattern exists.
Sidewalk signs are appropriate in
the amenity zone where they will
not interfere with pedestrian
movement, vehicle traffic or public
fixtures and amenities.
Sidewalk signs should not be placed
adjacent to curb extensions or side
streets except for Oltorf Street.
Sidewalk signs should not exceed 2'
in width and 3' in height.
All sidewalk signs must be ADA
compliant. A 4” high warning curb
is required if the sign is greater than
27” and less than 80” above the
sidewalk.
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SIGNS ALL SEGMENTS
WAYFINDING SIGNS:
Wayfinding signs are important for both visitors and the City's residents. Adequate signage
encourages pedestrian travel. Signage should be coordinated citywide while allowing variations for
special areas. South Congress Avenue should have unique signs with suggestions noted below.

GATEWAY FEATURE

GUIDELINES




Concept for Gateway Feature
MMA-2002





Provide a gateway feature at the
northeast corner of South Congress
Avenue and Ben White Boulevard.
Provide a sign similar to older
billboards, but scaled down.
Sign text should reference the
capitol building, the former
designation of the road as U.S.81,
the presence of historic sites,
restaurants, institutions and tourist
facilities.
Options for lighting this type of sign
include
shielded
"goose-neck"
fixtures or neon to outline shapes
and letters.
A capitol building logo similar to
the one suggested for bus stop signs
might also be included on this sign.

INSTITUTIONAL SIGNS

GUIDELINES




Concept for Institutional Signs for South Congress
Ave.
MMA-2002

Provide a standard sign for all
institutional uses.
Locate these signs on traffic signal
standards.
Institutions and other sites of
community interest both on and near
the avenue should be identified.
These include:
 Fulmore Junior High School
 William B. Travis High School
 Bouldin Creek
 Stacey Park
 Churches
 Moonlight towers
 Penn Field
 St. Edwards University
 Texas School for the Deaf
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"Impact" typeface and "SO. CONGRESS AVE" match street signs in place in the 1940's in the
Monroe district.
Signs may match the color of street name signs or use some other unique color not otherwise in use.
White lettering on black signs or other unique background color would be appropriate.
Unique shapes could be used for this type of sign.

STREET NAME SIGNS

GUIDELINES



Historic South
Congress street
sign. CO5234-AHC

Orange UT street
sign. MMA-2002







Proposed Street Signs and placement on traffic
signals MMA-2002



Street names and block numbers
should be clearly displayed to
inform
both
motorists
and
pedestrians.
Create special street name signs for
South Congress Avenue that
replicate historic street name signs.
Target the use of these for the areas
where historic building fabric
predominates, i.e. from Nellie to
Live Oak.
All street name signs along the
corridor should be the same color.
Street name signs located on traffic
signal arms for motorists may
include a logo.
Pedestrian-oriented signs should
include block numbers at the top of
the sign.
Street name signs should be located
 on concrete standards,
 on brackets attached to light
poles, or
 on pole standards for traffic
signals.
Bump-up style signs may be
installed as they were historically
(as shown) or attached at right
angles to each other for better
visibility.
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EVENT AND TEMPORARY SIGNS:
FLAGS

GUIDELINES



Flags may be displayed from flag
holders attached to a building or a
light pole.
Flags are acceptable in the Entry
Zone.

1419 S. Congress Avenue–Merchants in the Monroe
Segment have created a flag for First Thursdays.
MMA-2002

BANNERS

GUIDELINES





Banners attached to buildings are
permitted for up to 30 days to
announce special events and
openings.
Banners should be removed after 30
days to give the business a more
permanent look.
Banners should complement the
building and its architectural
features and not obscure them.

1303 S. Congress Avenue– Banners are useful for
announcing special events and new openings.
MMA-2002
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STREET BANNERS AND DECORATIONS

GUIDELINES






1800 S. Congress Avenue–Street Banner
MMA-2002




Street banners should not block
views of the Capitol building or
views of downtown from South
Congress Avenue, since there are
ample locations for banners that do
not block available views.
Street banners and decorations that
extend across the street may be
located from the confluence of
College Street and South Congress
Avenue to Lightsey Road.
Street banners and decorations that
extend across the street may be
located within 100’ of Riverside
Drive because this area is too low
for motorists to view the capitol
building.
Temporary decorations such as
banners may be installed on
brackets provided on light standards
for that purpose.
Poles should be planned directly
across from each other to
accommodate
banners
and
decorations at preferred locations.
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BUS STOPS ALL SEGMENTS
Bus Stops have evolved on South Congress Avenue from a spot on a dirt road to a metal post and sign
and today sometimes include a bench and roofed shelter. The small bus signs are very difficult to locate
on this wide corridor with fast-moving traffic and do not provide a recognizable image. Bus stops
include only minimal route information. and have no lighting. Improvement is needed to create an easily
identifiable image that can be seen at some distance on this wide street, especially at night. Bus stop
placement within the pedestrian way varies from stop to stop and sometimes obstructs the sidewalk.
Improvement is needed for amenity placement, more uniform and visible signage, nighttime visibility,
pedestrian safety and increased information. Capital Metro and the City should review each bus stop to
identify needed changes to the amenities and their placement on South Congress Avenue to better serve
the many riders on this route.
Bus stops also provide an opportunity to communicate with pedestrians, transit riders and motorists
along the South Congress Avenue corridor. While the current shelters are adequate and with some
improvement will serve the corridor appropriately, there is an opportunity to make a much greater
statement via these small but important public features. The shelter itself offers an opportunity for artistic
expression as well as a reference to institutions that lie just out of view. The context or landscape offers
the space for visibility and the history offers a story to tell. Given the provision of shelter, seating and
transportation linkages, these small structures offer the opportunity for a cultural or artistic statement
created by local talent.

This bus stop at HEB encroaches on the
sidewalk.
MMA-2002

This bus stop at Cumberland uses linear
placement due to space limitations.
MMA-2003
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FORM AND IMAGE:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES



Linear Bus Stop Arrangement
MMA-2003




Proposed Sign Design for
South Congress Bus Stops
MMA-2003



Create unique signs for bus stops
that coordinate with more visible
and uniform signage citywide.
Bus stops should be linear along the
street to provide a more prominent
presence and image.
Bus stop elements should be
consistent along the South Congress
Avenue Corridor.
Color: Black, dark green and/or
galvanized
metal
would
be
appropriate basic colors. Add color
to signs/maps and displays.
Pavement:
Bus stops may use
special paving indicated by segment
for the bus stop area only.

DESIGN
Bus stops in Santa Fe, New Mexico designed via the City
of Santa Fe one per-cent for Art Program.

Deleted: are acceptable for basic color.

GUIDELINES






This "tree" bus stop was created by welding artists.
MMA-2003



Consider engaging designers in
creating bus shelters and features at
specific locations that make a
cultural statement and also embody
historical information.
Coordinate
with
adjacent
institutions and their students and/or
merchants for ideas, designers, and
funding.
Prioritize locations that offer
opportunities.
 Bus stop near the new post
office.
 Entrance to Penn Field
 Entrance to St. Edward's
University
 South Congress Avenue and
College Street
 Fulmore Junior High School
 School for the Deaf
 Congress Avenue Bridge
Provide access from both sides of
the
corridor
via
sidewalks,
crosswalks and proximity to
intersections.
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Use the opportunity to enhance the
amenities at the bus stops such as
more shade, more seating, more
transit
information,
tourist
information, cultural information,
and improved lighting.

This bus stop includes a map of the city rendered in
colorful handmade tile.
MMA-2003

Deleted: ¶
¶

LOCATION IN PEDESTRIANWAY:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES




Bus stops at curb extensions should
not include shelters.
A bus stop in the amenity zone must
be linear since space is limited.
A bus stop may have elements in the
entry and amenity zones as long as
the 6' sidewalk is kept clear.

Plan View: Bus Stop Placement in Amenity Zone
MMA-2003

Plan View: Bus Stop Placement/Sidewalk at curb
MMA-2003
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Linear bus stop at Cumberland Rd. and South
Congress Ave.
MMA-2003


Benches should be very sturdy and
of a simple design. The current
Capital Metro linear benches are
appropriate. The round benches do
not fit the streetscape geometry and
should not be used along South
Congress Avenue.
Capital metro's current linear shelter
design is simple. The low roof and
dark supports fit in with the Live
Oak tree forms along the roadway.
Incorporate lighting into the shelter
using clear roof panels, electric
lights, solar lighting and/ or light
colored ceiling. The shelter roof
could be a white plastic glazing so
that light will emanate from inside
the roof making the shelter more
visible at night.
Trash receptacles should be uniform
in design for ease of use and
maintenance.

Deleted: ¶

SIGNS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES






Proposed Sign and Lighting with photovoltaic
power source.
MMA-2003

Deleted: simple .The

A bus stop should be identifiable by
a sign that is clearly visible from the
road.
A round or oval signature sign with
as graphic that is emblematic of
South Congress Ave. and Capitol
Metro could be located near the curb
or atop a roof support.
Bus stop signs should be externally
lighted at night.
At bus stops that only have a sign
and no other amenities, the sign
with lighting should be mounted on
a streetlight pole adjacent to the
stop.
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DISPLAYS

GUIDELINES







Route information should be
provided on lighted display boards
incorporated into the shelter design
or freestanding between two
columns.
Historical information may also be
placed in a frame secured between
two columns.
Electronic or backlit maps and
information are also appropriate
Signboard lighting should be
provided.
Signboards may vary in length.

Information display placement in linear bus stop.
MMA-2003
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PLANTINGS
South Congress Avenue’s most important and oldest plantings are its numerous Live Oak trees, both
individually and in stands along institutional lawns and vacant tracts of land. More recent and
intentional plantings include other tree species and lower plantings that are someimes formally
integrated with the design of buildings, sidewalks and other amenities.

There are several centuries old live oak trees
like this one at 1412 S. Congress Ave.
TxDOT

This row of ornmental trees provides a
colorful diversion from the predominant
deep green of the Live Oak trees.
MMA- 2002

LIVE OAK TREES:
Centiuries old Live Oak trees sometimes completely outscale a house or other small building. While
seeming large up close, these trees serve as reference points to the grander streetscape and provide a
dramatic relief from the expanses of concrete, asphalt and heat in the summer. Most are on private or
civic property and overhang both the sidewalk and the Amenity Zone. Large Live Oaks close to the rightof-way line also overhang the roadway. South Congress Avenue has so much space and so many large
civic tracts, that this is a place where Live Oak trees can thrive. Their spreading shape and up to 80'100' crown can be accommodated and is an appropriate scale to this grand street. Clusters of these trees
provide shade and respite at several sites including the Texas School for the Deaf, Fulmore Junior High,
St. Edward’s University and Penn Field. Live Oak trees can be seen from any part of South Congrress
Avenue. While their presence is not continuous, it weaves in and out of the street edge providing an
element of continuity to a street with great diversity.
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GENERAL
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Live Oak at property line overhangs pedestrianway
and street with building set back approximately
30 ft. MMA-2002

Assist property owners in the proper
care of Live Oak trees
The City of Austin should see that
Live Oak trees are protected from
damage or removal.
Live Oaks should only be planted on
private property where they have
room to spread without overhanging
more than the pedestrianway and
one lane of traffic.
Live Oak trees should be replaced if
they die or are removed from a
grove.
Street trees shall not be placed to
conflict with existing Live Oak trees
Streetlights shall not be placed to
conflict with Live Oak trees.

STREET TREES:
Street trees need appropriate space to grow without encroaching on buildings. Street trees will
reinforce the idea of pedestrian activity and encourage new buildings to be located near the street. If
street trees are located, selected and maintained properly, they will not substantially block views.

GENERAL
NN

GUIDELINES







Street trees should be located as shown
relative to existing curb.
MMA-2002

Street trees are not appropriate in
historic
commercial
districts
because they would obscure
architectural features of adjacent
historic buildings and may conflict
with wide awnings, signage and
visibility to storefronts and signage.
Street trees are not appropriate if a
new building is placed to create a
street wall. Awnings would be used
to provide shade.
Street trees are appropriate to
demarcate civic and cultural
institutions where they do not
interfere
with
the
historic
architecture.
Street trees are appropriate where
adjacent buildings are set back at
least 10' from the street.
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Street trees location at extended curb
and street wall condition.
MMA-2002





The standard alignment for street
trees should be defined at approx.
12' from the property line.
If an entire block is redeveloped
with a street wall pattern and all
parking is provided on site, most or
all of the curb may be extended 8.5'
and street trees may then be located
in a linear pattern in this curb
extensions approximately 18 feet
from the street wall.
Street trees with a crown that will
not exceed 30’ are preferred.
Appropriate tree species should be
identified.
Street trees that provide seasonal
color are preferred.
Trees that are not a continuation of
existing oak groves should be of a
species that is different in texture
and color from Live Oak trees.
Street trees should be pruned to
allow clearance below 12’.
Tree grates should be located
entirely in the Amenity Zone.
Tree grates should be a simple
design. These may be an item
designed locally.

LOW PLANTINGS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES






Low plantings in the amenity zone.
MMA-2002

Where a block has a street wall
configuration, plants should only be
located in planters and only in the
Amenity Zone.
Small plants can be located in the Entry
Zone.
Grass is appropriate in the Amenity
Zone where buildings are set back from
the street.
Grass is appropriate for sloping ground
between the sidewalk and curb.
Native trees, shrubs, perennials and
grasses are preferred, as they are more
likely to survive than other varieties.
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Trees may be located at or near the
property line if buildings are set back at
least 20 feet.
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STREET FURNISHINGS RIVERSIDE
Thc public space along South Congress Avenue is a very important place for commerce and casual
social interaction among area residents and visitors. This is especially true at park spaces, at new
developments and in the Monroe segment where several blockfaces have continuous street wall frontage
and wide sidewalks. Increased pedestrian, shopping and restaurant activity has encouraged more social
use of the street. As bus stops continue to serve more patrons, they become logical places for additional
street furniture and information. Only one historic bench has been identified in the area; it is from the
Eck Building, circa 1914. Street furnishings offer an opportunity for the community to express its identity
through a combination of standard prefabricated and custom, artisan built elements uniquely designed
for each application.

Bench at 1202 South Congress Avenue-Eck
Store ca. 1914.
AHC-CO0494

Diners at 1720 South Congress Ave.-Texas
French Bread
MMA -2003

SEATING:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES





Monarch Bench in
unfinished teak.
www. countrycasual.com

TF 5065 This cement
bench could have a
sand color and finish.
www.wausautile.com



The design of benches in the
Riverside Segment may reflect the
sand beach history of the area.
Seating should be wood, metal or
cement of a design that reflects the
style or era of the building and its
former or current uses. (See
examples.)
Furniture placed in the Entry Zone
by merchants may be either
movable (and removed nightly) or
permanently fixed to the pavement.
Public benches in the Amenity Zone
or in curb extensions should be
different from design of bus stop
benches to indicate a different use
and maintenance responsibility.
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Public benches should:
be sturdy to withstand public use.
be a simple design for ease of
maintenance.
have a durable finish.
be secured to the pavement.
be at least six feet long to allow for
2 strangers or 3 friends to sit
comfortably.
May include a middle arm to
prevent sleeping.
Consider opportunities to customize
benches with City logos or art.

PLANTERS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES






TF 4183 Planter
www.wausautile.com


TF 4220 Planter
www.wausautile.com







TF 4165 Planter
www.wausautile.com

Architecturally
styled
planters
should incorporate building or
pavement materials or references to
the style or color of the building
features.
A sand or pebble finish coordinated
with paving is appropriate in the
Riverside Segment to reflect the
sand beach history of the area.
Planters in the entry zone should
reflect the unique character of the
adjacent building or business.
Planters should be placed in the curb
extensions or in the entry zone.
Planters in the curb extensions
should be simple, large enough to
prevent theft, and have narrow top
openings.
Planters should accommodate plant
water requirements by irrigation
connections, selection of planting
mix and hydrogel or porous ceramic
additives, self-watering stick and
reservoir system or other means.
The minimum soil volume of a
planter should be 4 cubic feet.

TF 4225 Planter
www.wausautile.com
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STREET FURNISHINGS MONROE
Thc public space along South Congress Avenue is a very important place for commerce and casual
social interaction among area residents and visitors. This is especially true at park spaces, at new
developments and in the Monroe segment where several blockfaces have continuous street wall frontage
and wide sidewalks. Increased pedestrian, shopping and restaurant activity has encouraged more social
use of the street. As bus stops continue to serve more patrons, they become logical places for additional
street furniture and information. Only one historic bench has been identified; it is from the Eck Building,
circa 1914. Street furnishings offer an opportunity for the community to express its identity through a
combination of standard prefabricated and custom, artisan built elements uniquely designed for each
application.

Bench at 1202 South Congress Avenue-Eck
Store c. 1914.
AHC-CO0494

Diners at 1720 South Congress Ave.-Texas
French Bread
MMA -2003

SEATING:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES



Scarborough Bench
www.landscapeforms.com



Plainwell Bench
www.landscapeforms.com


The design of benches in the
Monroe Segment may reflect the
1920’s-1940’s urban character of
the area.
Furniture placed in the Entry Zone
by merchants may be either
movable (and removed nightly) or
permanently fixed to the pavement.
Seating should be wood, metal or
cement of a design that reflects the
style or era of the building and its
former or current uses. (See
examples.)
Public benches in the Amenity Zone
or in curb extensions should be
different from design of bus stop
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benches to indicate a different use
and maintenance responsibility.
Public benches should:
be sturdy to withstand public use.
be a simple design for ease of
maintenance.
have a durable finish.
be secured to the pavement.
be at least six feet long to allow for
2 strangers or 3 friends to sit
comfortably.
Benches may include a middle arm
to prevent sleeping.
Consider opportunities to customize
benches with City logos or art.

PLANTERS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES





TF 4042 Terra Cotta
Planter
www.wausautile.com

Wood Barrel Planters
MMA-2002








Planters might be terra cotta, wood
or concrete in the Monroe Segment.
Planters in the Entry Zone should
reflect the unique character of the
adjacent building or business.
Architecturally
styled
planters
should incorporate building or
pavement materials or references to
the style or color of the building
features.
Planters should be placed in the curb
extensions or in the Amenity Zone.
Planters in the curb extensions
should be simple, large enough to
prevent theft, and have narrow top
openings
Planters should accommodate plant
water requirements by irrigation
connections, selection of planting
mix and hydrogel or porous ceramic
additives, self-watering stick and
reservoir system or other means.
The minimum soil volume of a
planter should be 4 cubic feet.
Rectangular planters may be used to
accommodate
grade
changes
between the walking zone and curb.
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STREET FURNISHINGS LIVE OAK
Thc public space along South Congress Avenue is a very important place for commerce and casual
social interaction among area residents and visitors. This is especially true at park spaces, at new
developments and in the Monroe segment where several blockfaces have continuous street wall frontage
and wide sidewalks. Increased pedestrian, shopping and restaurant activity has encouraged more social
use of the street. As bus stops continue to serve more patrons, they become logical places for additional
street furniture and information. Only one historic bench has been identified; it is from the Eck Building,
circa 1914. Street furnishings offer an opportunity for the community to express its identity through a
combination of standard prefabricated and custom, artisan built elements uniquely designed for each
application. Furnishings in the Live oak segment, the beginning of the grand approach to the capitol
buldling, in addition to the granite paving materials, may provide a glimpse of the materials and designs
that can be seen near the capitol building.

Bench at 1202 South Congress Avenue-Eck
Store c. 1914.
AHC-CO0494

Diners at 1720 South Congress Ave.-Texas
French Bread
MMA -2003

SEATING:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES




2118 - 6 Restoration
Bench
www.timberform.com

Bench with Custom
Plaques.
Du Mor Site
Furnishings 2002





Furniture placed in the Entry Zone
by merchants may be either
movable (and removed nightly) or
permanently fixed to the pavement.
Public benches in the Live Oak
Segment should provide a glimpse
of styles that will be seen at the
Capitol.
Seating should be wood or metal of
a design that reflects the style or era
of the building and its former or
current uses. (See examples.)
Public benches in the amenity zone
or in curb extensions should be
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different from design of bus stop
benches to indicate a different use
and maintenance responsibility.
Public benches should:
be sturdy to withstand public use.
be a simple design for ease of
maintenance.
have a durable finish.
be secured to the pavement.
be at least six feet long to allow for
2 strangers or 3 friends to sit
comfortably.
Benches may include a middle arm
to prevent sleeping.
Consider opportunities to customize
benches with City logos or art.

PLANTERS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES





TF 4035 Planter
www.wausautile.com

TF 4230 Planter
www.wausautile.com







Planters in the Live Oak Segment
should provide a glimpse of styles
that will be seen at the Capitol.
Planters in the Entry Zone should
reflect the unique character of the
adjacent building or business.
Architecturally
styled
planters
should incorporate building or
pavement materials or references to
the style or color of the building
features.
Planters should be placed in the curb
extensions or in the Amenity Zone.
Planters in the curb extensions
should be simple, large enough to
prevent theft, and have narrow top
openings.
Planters should accommodate plant
water requirements by irrigation
connections, selection of planting
mix and hydrogel or porous ceramic
additives, self-watering stick and
reservoir system or other means.
The minimum soil volume of a
planter should be 4 cubic feet.

Rosa Planter
www.landscapeforms.com
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STREET FURNISHINGS OLTORF
Thc public space along South Congress Avenue is a very important place for commerce and casual
social interaction among area residents and visitors. This is especially true at park spaces, at new
developments and in the Monroe segment where several blockfaces have continuous street wall frontage
and wide sidewalks. Increased pedestrian, shopping and restaurant activity has encouraged more social
use of the street. As bus stops continue to serve more patrons, they become logical places for additional
street furniture and information. Only one historic bench has been identified; it is from the Eck Building,
circa 1914. Street furnishings offer an opportunity for the community to express its identity through a
combination of standard prefabricated and custom, artisan built elements uniquely designed for each
application.

Bench at 1202 South Congress Avenue-Eck
Store c. 1914.
AHC-CO0494

Diners at 1720 South Congress Ave.-Texas
French Bread
MMA -2003

SEATING:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES



Chase Park Bench for
Merchants
www.landsapeforms.com



Aluminum Plainwell Bench
www.landscapeforms.com


The design of benches in the Oltorf
Segment may reflect sleek styles
and materials of a future
architecture.
Furniture placed in the entry zone
by merchants may be either
movable (and removed nightly) or
permanently fixed to the pavement.
Seating should be wood or metal of
a design that reflects the style or era
of the building and its former or
current uses. (See examples.)
Public benches in the amenity zone
or in curb extensions may be the
same as bus stop benches or may be
similar to those shown.
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Public benches should:
be sturdy to withstand public use.
be a simple design for ease of
maintenance.
have a durable finish.
be secured to the pavement.
be at least six feet long to allow for
2 strangers or 3 friends to sit
comfortably.
Benches may include a middle arm
to prevent sleeping.
Consider opportunities to customize
benches with City logos or art.

PLANTERS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES




TF 4183 Planter
www.wausautile.com


TF 4190 Planter
www.wausautile.com







Planters in the Oltorf Segment may
reflect a simple, sleek design of
rectangular structures.
Planters in the Entry Zone should
reflect the unique character of the
adjacent building or business.
Architecturally
styled
planters
should incorporate building or
pavement materials or references to
the style or color of the building
features.
Planters should be placed in the curb
extensions or in the Entry Zone.
Planters in the curb extensions
should be simple, large enough to
prevent theft, and have narrow top
openings.
Planters should accommodate plant
water requirements by irrigation
connections, selection of planting
mix and hydrogel or porous ceramic
additives, self-watering stick and
reservoir system or other means.
The minimum soil volume of a
planter should be 4 cubic feet.

TF 4060 Planter
www.wausautile.com
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STREET FURNISHINGS HAVANA
Thc public space along South Congress Avenue is a very important place for commerce and casual
social interaction among area residents and visitors. This is especially true at park spaces, at new
developments and in the Monroe segment where several blockfaces have continuous street wall frontage
and wide sidewalks. Increased pedestrian, shopping and restaurant activity has encouraged more social
use of the street. As bus stops continue to serve more patrons, they become logical places for additional
street furniture and information. Only one historic bench has been identified and it is from the Eck
Building, ca. 1914. Street furnishings offer an opportunity for the community to express its identity
through a combination of standard prefabricated and custom, artisan built elements uniquely designed
for each application.

Bench at 1202 South Congress Avenue-Eck
Store c. 1914.
AHC-CO0494

Diners at 1720 South Congress Ave.-Texas
French Bread
MMA -2003

SEATING:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES




Model TD-5 Bench
www.fairweathersf.com

Bench 121
www.dumor.com



The design of benches in the
Havana Segment may reflect the
19th century history of the area.
Furniture placed in the entry zone
by merchants may be either
movable (and removed nightly) or
permanently fixed to the pavement.
Seating should be wood or metal of
a design that reflects the style or era
of the building and its former or
current uses. (See examples.)
The wood and metal bench shown
could be used near St. Edward’s
University.
The more contemporary and simpler
style might be used elsewhere.
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Public benches in the Amenity Zone
or in curb extensions may be the
same as bus stop benches or may be
similar to those shown.
Public benches should:
be sturdy to withstand public use.
be a simple design for ease of
maintenance.
have a durable finish.
be secured to the pavement.
be at least six feet long to allow for
2 strangers or 3 friends to sit
comfortably.
May include a middle arm to
prevent sleeping.
Consider opportunities to customize
benches with City logos or art.

PLANTERS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES





Planter 153
www.dumor.com

Planter 113
www.dumor.com




Planters in the Entry Zone should
reflect the unique character of the
adjacent building or business.
styled
planters
Architecturally
should incorporate building or
pavement materials or references to
the style or color of the building
features.
Planters should be placed in the curb
extensions or in the Entry Zone.
Planters in the curb extensions
should be simple, large enough to
prevent theft, and have narrow top
openings.
Planters should accommodate plant
water requirements by irrigation
connections, selection of planting
mix and hydrogel or porous ceramic
additives, self-watering stick and
reservoir system or other means.
The minimum soil volume of a
planter should be 4 cubic feet.
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STREET FURNISHINGS BEN WHITE
Thc public space along South Congress Avenue is a very important place for commerce and casual
social interaction among area residents and visitors. This is especially true at park spaces, at new
developments and in the Monroe segment where several blockfaces have continuous street wall frontage
and wide sidewalks. Increased pedestrian, shopping and restaurant activity has encouraged more social
use of the street. As bus stops continue to serve more patrons, they become logical places for additional
street furniture and information. Only one historic bench has been identified; it is from the Eck Building,
circa 1914. Street furnishings offer an opportunity for the community to express its identity through a
combination of standard prefabricated and custom, artisan built elements uniquely designed for each
application. The Post Office and Penn Field set the tone for furnishings in the Ben White segment.

Bench at 1202 South Congress Avenue-Eck
Store c. 1914.
AHC-CO0494

Diners at 1720 South Congress Ave.-Texas
French Bread
MMA -2003

SEATING:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES





Manor 2824-6 Bench
www.timberform.com

Brittany Wood Bench
www.country casuals.com



The design of benches in the Ben
White Segment may reflect the
structures of Penn Field.
Furniture placed in the Entry Zone
by merchants may be either
movable (and removed nightly) or
permanently fixed to the pavement.
Seating should be wood or metal of
a design that reflects the style or era
of the building and its former or
current uses. (See examples)
Public benches in the amenity zone
or in curb extensions may be the
same as bus stop benches or may be
similar to those shown.
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Public benches should:
be sturdy to withstand public use.
be a simple design for ease of
maintenance.
have a durable finish.
be secured to the pavement.
be at least six feet long to allow for
2 strangers or 3 friends to sit
comfortably.
May include a middle arm to
prevent sleeping.
A terra cotta color would be
appropriate in Ben White.
Consider opportunities to customize
benches with City logos or art.

PLANTERS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES




TF 4060 Planter
www.wausautile.com

TF 4300 Planter
www.wausautile.com







Planters in the Entry Zone should
reflect the unique character of the
adjacent building or business.
styled
planters
Architecturally
should incorporate building or
pavement materials or references to
the style or color of the building
features.
Planters should be placed in the curb
extensions or in the Entry Zone.
Planters in the curb extensions
should be simple, large enough to
prevent theft, and have narrow top
openings.
Planters should accommodate plant
water requirements by irrigation
connections, selection of planting
mix and hydrogel or porous ceramic
additives, self-watering stick and
reservoir system or other means.
The minimum soil volume of a
planter should be 4 cubic feet.
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STREET FURNISHINGS ALL SEGMENTS
TRASH RECEPTACLES:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES

NN







Capitol Metro Trash
Receptacle.
MMA-2003

2834 AT Trash Receptacle
www.timberform.com




Concourse
FC-12
Receptacle
www.victorstanley.com

Trash receptacles should be of a
consistent design throughout the
corridor for ease of maintenance and
replacement by the City’s Solid
Waste Services department.
Trash receptacles at storefronts that
are maintained by business owners
may be of a unique design.
Receptacles should be covered to
prevent collection of rainwater.
The opening to the receptacle
should be sized to discourage the
depositing of household refuse.
Side opening receptacles, secured
with a locking mechanism flush
with the surface, are preferred for
ease of trash removal.
Trash receptacles may be of a
uniform color to match, black is
preferred, or finished to match street
furnishings.
Trash receptacles may be the subject
of artistic treatment.

Plainwell Trash Receptacle
www.landsapeforms.com
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BIKE RACKS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES





Ribbon Bicycle Rack
MMA-2003

Loop Bicycle Rack
www.dumor.com




Bike Racks should be placed in the
Amenity Zone.
Bike racks should be placed close to
businesses and in more than one
location on a block.
At bus stops or other locations
where several bike-parking spaces
are required, a ribbon rack is
appropriate.
The city's standard white metal
single "U" bike racks are
appropriate.
Bike loops or racks may be finished
to match street furnishings.
Bike racks may be the subject of
artistic treatment.

1700 Block - Bicycle racks in the Amenity Zone
MMA-2002

Artistic treatment of Bike Racks.
www.timberform.com
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PAVING MATERIALS
The street has always had a light and bright look to it. Over its history, more signs, vehicles, and curb
cuts have interrupted the continuity of the space. While the pavement still maintains its 90' width, the
street is so wide that outer lanes are not always used. The parking that lines the northern end of the
corridor is sometimes angle parking and sometimes parallel. Clearly designating the parking spaces,
pedestrian space and bicycle lanes would improve the organization and functioning of this grand street.
Roadway paving is standard asphalt mix common to the city and has been this way since the road was
initially paved in1931. Concrete paving is characteristic of the sidewalks along South Congress Avenue.
Since crosswalks and curb extensions are visible to both the pedestrian and motorist, they can visually set
apart the different segments of the corridor. Pavers may be useful to differentiate parking space and
crosswalks. Paving materials can be chosen that recognize prevalent materials used in a segment thereby
demarcating them by their history and unique character.

Scored paving in the Monroe Segment.
MMA-2002

Sidewalk at 1500 Block of South Congress
Avenue.
MMA-2002
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ROADWAY AND CROSSWALKS:
GENERAL

GUIDELINES

Pavement materials and colors for use in crosswalks
and adjacent curb extensions may be as follows:



Segment
Riverside



Monroe

Live oak

Oltorf

Havana

Ben White

Horizontal surfaces
Exposed aggregate
concrete to simulate
washed gravel from
the old river bed.

Vertical Surfaces
Brick or concrete
with textures
reminiscent of
the "sand beach"
character.
Austin common
Scored concrete –
scoring pattern may be face brick or
other masonry
unique to the site.
used in nearby
Austin common
historic
(yellow to orange)
structures.
brick paving.
Native Texas
Native Texas pink or
pink or red
red granite to
granite to
demarcate the
demarcate the
beginning of the
beginning of the
approach to the
approach to the
Capitol.
Capitol.
Red brick to reflect
Limestone for
original Twin Oaks
continuity with
material.
areas to the south
and Tips House.
Limestone and buff
Limestone and
colored brick pavers.
buff colored
brick to reflect
materials of St.
Edward's
University.
Colored concrete
Colored CMU
pavers in terra cotta,
units: terra cotta,
cream and gray.
cream, and gray
in keeping with
the Post Office
and Penn Field.







Paving materials should reflect
either historical and/or existing built
elements of each segment.
Make crosswalks distinguishable
from the roadway paving to alert
motorists of possible pedestrian
movement.
Unique paving that provides a color
change and a texture change
combined
with
appropriate
signalization will visually connect
the curbed pedestrian areas at curb
extensions with the crosswalk.
Cross walk pavement should be
distinctive from street pavement and
be compatible with but different
from the pavement in the curb
extensions to aid in safe crossings
for persons with visual impairments.
Distinguish parking areas, any
refuge space in the center of the
street, and bike lanes with striping
or a pavement change.
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SIDEWALKS:
GENERAL
NN

GUIDELINES






Sidewalk in 1500 Block of South Congress Avenue.
MMA-2002


Sidewalks should be scored concrete
throughout the corridor for the 6'
dedicated walking zone to clearly
indicate the pedestrian throughway.
In the Monroe District, the entire
pedestrianway should remain scored
concrete where that pattern exists.
Pavers may be used in the Amenity
Zone if the entire block has the
control of one owner or project.
The full width (15') of the sidewalk
area should be paved where there
are street wall buildings.
Existing grass planting strips should
be preserved unless changes to
adjacent uses increase the level of
pedestrian activity in the area.
Curb ramps should be in line with
the walking zone.

RETAINING WALLS:
There are retaining walls in various parts of the South Congress Avenue Corridor. In the Monroe
Segment there are some low concrete and brick retaining walls. In the Havana and Ben White segments,
retaining walls are common due to the rising terrain on the east side. There are numerous limestone
retaining walls along with more modern cast block walls.

GENERAL

GUIDELINES





Retaining walls in 3000 Block of South Congress
Avenue.
MM&A-2002

Retaining walls should be a
combination of the paving material
as horizontal elements and a
material specific to the adjacent
structures as the vertical element.
(Refer to table).
Retaining
walls
should
be
compatible in color and texture with
materials used in adjacent buildings.
Seating and bus stops may be
integrated into retaining walls.
Terrain should be terraced using a
series of low retaining walls instead
of a monolithic, retaining wall
higher than eye level.
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CURB CUTS:
While South Congress Avenue has had a long tradition of aut- oriented use, the increased pedestrian
traffic and new development require that attention be given to encourage pedestrian activity and provide
for pedestrian safety. Reducing wide curb cuts may be possible in many locations without detriment to the
resident businesses.

GENERAL

GUIDELINES







This wide curb cut, sloped walking area and parked
cars discourage pedestrian activity.
MMA-2002





Reduce number and size of curb
cuts whenever possible.
Encourage a rearrangement of curb
cuts and reduction in number of
curb cuts when a property is
improved.
Reduce the width of curb cuts to
minimum allowable width thus
shortening the pedestrian's time in a
driveway.
Provide a continuous plane of
sidewalk across driveways. Do not
ramp the sidewalk down to a
driveway.
Restore streetscape elements if curb
cuts are narrowed.
Relocate curb cuts to side streets
wherever possible.
Encourage new development to
eliminate or minimize curb cuts into
South Congress Avenue.

This building has a relatively narrow curb cut that
enters the street wall façade.
MMA-2002
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HISTORICAL INTERPRETATIONS ALL SEGMENTS
South Congress Avenue is a street with a rich and intriguing history. There are many opportunities
along the corridor to interpret that history and to make it available to the public.
Deleted: ¶

HISTORIC THEMES:
There are many historic themes that can be incorporated into corridor enhancements. Historic
Themes that should be considered for interpretation include but should not be limited to the following:

RIVERSIDE SEGMENT






History of the Congress Avenue Bridge and former river crossings
Flood events in the sand beach area
Travel to and through this crossroads area
Harry Aiken and the Night Hawk Restaurant
The Tower Restaurant

MONROE SEGMENT








Swisher's farm and later subdivision
Texas School for the Deaf
The Eck Store history & general business development
Paving South Congress Avenue – width issues
History of the fire station
Fulmore School
South Congress Baptist Church

LIVE OAK SEGMENT







Approach to the capitol building
Post Road / Burleson Road connections and travel
La Prelle Place & connecting SCA to the Post Road
Moving the Long Home and building the Austin Theater
Riley's Courts, Don-Mar Motor Court, trailer sales, Pig Stand
Live Oak Trees of SCA – history and significance

OLTORF SEGMENT



Shopping Center development
The Tips House relocation

HAVANA SEGMENT




History of St. Edwards University
South Austin Veterinary Clinic
Live Oak Trees of SCA – history and significance
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BEN WHITE SEGMENT




Fort Magruder
Penn Field – airfield and factory / industrial area
SCA tourist development / motel development
Deleted: ¶

DESIGN CONCEPTS:

Deleted:

South Congress Avenue has developed as a unique and diverse district in the city. There should be
opportunities for both the history and the diversity to be expressed in the public corridor. The Art in
Public Places Program offers an opportunity for interpretive items in many different installations. Based
on historic context information and findings through the Survey and Attribute Analysis, interpretation /
signage might be incorporated into streetscape improvements at the following locations:

STREETLIGHT POLES

CONCEPTS






Roadway Lighting with
“Menu Board” Style
Pole Wrap
MMA-2003




Street light poles offer the
opportunity for permanent plaques,
information posted on display
plaques and banners.
Add a "wrap" or medallion at
roadway lighting poles to support
information about South Congress
Avenue.
Retain artists to design a distinctive
"wrap" for each street segment.
Install collar at roughly 13-18 ft.
depending on lighting configuration
to support banner.
Install wrap at base with provisions
to meet ADA requirements.
Pole below collars may be painted
to match pedestrian light poles or as
part of “wrap” design.

BUS STOPS

CONCEPTS


Bus Stop with Display Surfaces
MMA-2003

Bus stops offer the opportunity for
both artistic interpretation of
history. People have an opportunity
to view information while waiting
for the bus. Display surfaces should
be a standard module for bus stops.
More history can be made available
at stops that have high ridership and
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thus warrant larger shelters and
more furnishings.

BENCHES, BIKE RACKS & PLANTERS

CONCEPTS


These benches indicate
opportunities for historical
information.

DISPLAY BOARDS

CONCEPTS


A display board near Town Lake at
the CA Bridge could include
information such as the old map of
the river crossings.

Bench with Custom Plaques.
DuMor Site Furnishings 2002

Display Boards with Historical Information.
MMA-2003

PAVEMENT: PEDESTRIANWAY AND CURB EXTENSIONS


These Utility Covers are part of the History of SCA
and should be maintained.
MMA-2002

Deleted: s

CONCEPTS

Medallions, images on tile and
meter
covers
all
provide
opportunities
for
historical
information.
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RETAINING WALLS

CONCEPTS


Where tall retaining walls are
needed,
these
provide
an
opportunity for historical displays.
These are especially desirable where
placed in conjunction with shade
and seating.

Deleted: ¶

Retaining Wall with Historical Plaque.
MMA-2003

STATUES AND OBJECTS

CONCEPTS


Existing Statues and Objects
include:
 Nightwing Bat Sculpture at
Barton Springs Rd.
 Iron Daughters of the Republic
of Texas Monument at Austin
Island Park.
 Gazebo at Austin Island Park.
 Austin Island Park had a statue
of Stephen F. Austin. that could
be considered for replacement.

Daughters of the
Republic of Texas
Monument.
MMA-2002

PRIVATE BUILDINGS AND SITES

CONCEPTS


Many of the existing businesses and
institutions
already
provide
historical displays inside. These
should be encouraged along with the
potential for creating exterior
plaques and displays conveying
some site specific history.
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HISTORIC AL MARKERS

CONCEPTS




The
following
should
be
commemorated with Texas State
Historical Markers:
Congress Avenue Bridge (including
Swisher’s Ferry) - located at the
stair
Ft. Magruder - located at the Bus
Stop at the Post Office.

Texas
Historical
Commision Marker.
MMA-2002
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